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Abstract
In this thesis I will discuss the development, design, and evaluation of the
modified Pleo system. The modified Pleo system is a robotic dinosaur coded to
serve as a client in the engineering design process for students with autism. I set
out to create a system that leverages the proven benefits of therapy pets for
children with autism combined with the engaging elements of robotics to support
students as they progress through the design process. The robotic system is
equipped with different modules to better reach students on a larger portion of the
autism spectrum, and to provide teachers a degree of control over the robot’s
behaviors. Multiple rounds of user testing were conducted, cumulating in two
final workshops, each divided into three sessions with its own design challenge.
These workshops were designed to observe how the students designed for their
robotic client, how they interacted with one another and the robot, and how they
were able to take the perspective of their client. To better analyze perspective
taking, this thesis breaks the process down into three levels: inquiry,
identification, and purpose. Analysis of workshop video, interview, and user
testing data suggests that the modified Pleo system motivated students to design
with a client in mind, and catalyzed social interaction between students. The data
collected in this case study format shows promise for exploratory robots
providing live feedback for students engaging in the design process.
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2 BACKGROUND
In 2014, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found data
that 1 out of 68 children have been diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD). This finding put further strain on educations systems with the number of
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students on individual learning plans. Many of those who are diagnosed have
delayed language learning and executive functioning, which often puts them at a
disadvantage behind their peers in the classroom. Autism diagnoses are based
around a difficulty and reluctance to interact with others, so these students are less
likely to seek help on their own, and rely greatly on one on one interventions from
teachers and therapists to progress. Within a collaborative STEM space, students
with autism are faced with the cognitive challenge and social dynamics of joint
problem solving [1] All of these factors combine to stress the need for
technologies to be in developed to support these students in school.
In this section, I will outline the success found in pet therapy for children
with autism, effectiveness of robotics in this area, and my previous work. Recent
use of robotics in autism research will be reviewed in Section 3 as it pertains more
directly to the design process. Each of these will inform the design process as
client needs and design features are identified throughout. For ease of reading,
various phrases have been underlined and emboldened. Underlined items have
been identified as user needs through literature and previous work. Emboldened
items are potential features of robotic design that have been identified similarly.
They will culminate in Section 3, but are notated earlier to make the context more
clear.
2.1 Success of Pet Therapy
Brian Scassellati of Yale University put it best when he described the
objective of this field of research as developing a “robot that motivates and
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engages children, teaches them social skills incrementally, and assists in the
transfer of this knowledge to interactions with humans.”[2] The basis of
comparison for success in this goal is the tremendous work outlined in
Pet-facilitated Therapy with Autistic Children, a paper by Redefe and Goodman
in the Journal of Veterinary Medical Education [3]. Specifically, they outlined
the benefits pets have in terms of how they seek attention, provide a strong
multi-sensory presence, and communicate non-verbally, which is easier to
decode for children on the autism spectrum. Pets also increase autonomy,
self-concept, and self-esteem in some elementary school children. This becomes
even more important when working with children with ASD. The attachment one
feels towards a pet can lead to greater sense of empathy [4]. Studies within the
context of mental health intervention also shed light on the potentially beneficial
aspects of pets. The spontaneity of pets engages patients, and also patients work
through difficult emotions by projecting them onto animals, either real or
fictional. [5] Animals have also been leveraged to build rapport between therapist
and patient, with the animals as a live ice breaker. [6] This is what I call the dog
walker effect: the phenomenon that occurs when you walk down the street with a
dog and engage with a variety of strangers who ask to pet your dog. The pet
provides an immediate shared experience in a non-intimidating way that lowers
the barrier of social interaction. The same study also highlighted the importance
of tactile comfort in a pet. My conjecture is that these studies on real pets can
be related to pet robots based on two arguments. The first being a study that
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found a community of robotic pet owners who projected mental states and
life-like essences onto their robot. [7] The second is based on the work done by
Barker and Wolen in their paper The benefits of human-companion animal
interaction where they found no difference in response of patients who pet a
familiar dog and an unfamiliar one. [8] That leaves more room for robot-patient
interaction even when the patient isn’t quite familiar with the technology.
2.2 Effectiveness of Robots
As effective as pets have proven to be, they have their limitations.
Therapy dogs are very expensive to maintain, and aren’t allowed inside intensive
care or oncology units of hospitals due to fear of allergy, infection, bites, and
scratches [9]. While it is difficult to replicate the emotional connection humans
have felt with animals throughout time, if we start with the assumption that an
emotional bond of that magnitude is not possible between humans and robots on a
consistent level, then the focus can be placed on what affordances do robots
provide as replacements, and in what areas do they in fact surpass their living
counterparts. The ease of modification, for example, has been highlighted as a
source of true potential in this field. Scasellati provides another insightful quote
on why robots can be so effective in autism therapy:
“Since the behavior of a robot can be decomposed
arbitrarily, turning off some behaviors while leaving
others intact, we can selectively construct complex social
abilities through layers of social responses, sometimes in
combinations that cannot be performed by humans. This
layering of response allows the therapist to focus on
single behaviors while ignoring all other social factors or
maintaining their response at a constant. This type of
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isolation of cues and responses is difficult to train human
therapists to perform.” [2]
People on the autism spectrum often have affinities for technology, making robots
effective at maintaining their attention, while controlling the sensory output found
to be successful in animal therapy [3]. With the means to engage users combined
with effective and diverse use as a tool, robots hold a great deal of potential in the
world of autism therapy.
Much of the research with social robotics, especially in clinical settings,
has been done with the “Wizard of Oz Effect [10].” With this methodology, the
robot is neither autonomous nor sensing, but rather is controlled by an
experimenter under the table or in an adjacent room. When the facilitator is not
directly controlling the robot, it will run a generic background behavior to
maintain animacy. This allows experimenters to control for set behaviors of the
robot, and gauge responses to those specific actions. On the other side, this type
of study is unable to replicate real use cases, and does not provide technical
information for how a robot could eventually use sensors and processing to
respond to the environment on its own.

2.3 Previous Work
With all of the work being done in the field of social robotics for children
with autism, I have noted a few areas that have thus far been under represented.
The first is that most work is done in a clinical setting. This is common for a
fairly new research field, where controlled experiments are needed to begin to
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understand all the variables at play, but I think there is enough literature to
support a study in more of a field setting. There also have not been many studies
looking at how robots can help children with special needs in a school setting. As
discussed earlier, many children with special needs require Independent Learning
Plans, and schools could benefit from learning technologies catered to those
students. Lastly client based design projects are valuable to students. They
combine teamwork, engineering skills, and perspective taking with an iterative
design process that students are rarely exposed to in their typical schooling. The
client aspect is especially important for students to practice theory of mind. As
they engage in the design process, they must account for restrictions based on
their client’s needs and parameters, building for their perspective. As a researcher
at the Tufts Center for Engineering Education and Outreach (CEEO) I feel as
though I have an obligation and the capacity to contribute to these areas.
The first study I ran looking at robotic pets for autistic students was
conducted at the CEEO in Summer of 2016 in conjunction with Jordi Albo Canals
from La Salle University, Barcelona, Spain and his CASPER Project. The
objective of the study was to better understand what benefits robots can provide
children with Higher Functioning Autism (HFA) within the engineering design
process. The study was conducted in 8, 2 hour sessions across 4 weeks with the
same 4 participants, all ranging between ages 6 and 8. Each week the students
were paired up and given a pet and a design challenge to build something for the
pet with the guidance of a facilitator. The pet provided was either a robotic
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dinosaur called Pleo, or an inanimate plastic turtle, which acted as a control. An
image of the participants interacting with Pleo can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Two Summer Study participants building for their dinosaur
client
Pleo is fully autonomous, can move, respond to its environment and user
feedback. The turtle is the control because it has no sensing or automation.The
study focused on three areas. The first is the impact on engagement in the design
process. Does building for a robotic pet engage students further in the design
process? Are they testing more frequently? As an educator, these questions are
important. Most students are accustomed to assignments where they are given a
worksheet or test, they complete it and hand it in, and await their grade, never to
revisit the work. Thus when these students are set on a design challenge, I have
noticed them reticent of testing. Upon the completion of a prototype, it is common
for a student to proclaim “I am done,” without testing their design to see what
“done” really means.
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The study began without the pets present for two sessions as they were
focused on introducing participants to the LEGO robotics kits and programming
interface that they would be using throughout the sessions, which served to ensure
all students had a base level of experience with the technology. They they had
two sessions designing and building for the control pet turtle to provide a point of
comparison to the following three sessions in which students built for Pleo. The
final session had the turtle present to measure if there were any changes between
the turtle sessions before and after Pleo to begin to gauge impact of working with
Pleo.
Qualitative notes were taken during the study, during debrief discussions
with facilitators, and during extensive review of the video data from each session.
The first difference between the inanimate turtle and Pleo became apparent during
the introductory period when the participants first met each pet. The students
mostly manipulated and animated the turtle in addition to making sounds on its
behalf similar to ventriloquist. All of these interactions were based in imagination,
with the students projecting onto the turtle. An example of this can be seen in
appendix A, a transcription for one of the first design sessions with the turtle.
When the student was asked to identify the problem, he attributed it to the turtle
being slow, and then moved the turtle slowly to show his point to the facilitator.
That is a projection and not a perception because the plastic turtle is incapable of
moving at all, so in this case the student likely projected his previous knowledge
of turtles onto this plastic one. Some of the imagination play became much more
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grandiose than that as one pair of students engaged in an argument about the
identity of the turtle. One believed him to be a turtle king, the other was
pretending he was actually a thief. The argument that proceeded was not
constructed from a perspective taking standpoint, as neither were taking the
perspective of the turtle, but rather creating it, a process that does not apply to
interactions with peers.
When these same two students who argued over imagination met Pleo,
their discussion was much more responsive to the pet, as shown in appendix B.
They tirelessly went back and forth in an attempt to identify what Pleo needed.
Before they were given Pleo, a facilitator showed them all of the actions one can
make with Pleo, and talked in general about how pets need food when they’re
hungry, medicine when they’re sick, and sleep when they are tired. The two
students worked together, attempting various options to make Pleo happy,
building off of each other and providing critique. This interaction encapsulates
each of the three focuses of the study. They are engaged in testing and testing
repetitively with the goal of making Pleo happy. They interacted with one
another much more, reminding each other when they had already tried something
on Pleo, and even sharing new ideas. They also had to resolve conflicts as each of
them thought Pleo might need something different at the same time. This
dissonance continued as they each tried to interpret Pleo’s response to a given
input. One student thought that Pleo might want some love, a need he identified
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entirely on his own, displaying unprompted perspective identification which has
proven to be a useful metric in this study.
From this interaction it is clear that participants are motivated to make
Pleo happy or at least initiate his “happy” behaviors. After one full session with
Pleo, one student began to assign himself the task of “entertaining” Pleo when he
was having trouble working with his partner. His partner would often take control
of the building process, so this participant would spend his time playing with Pleo
so it doesn’t get bored while they build. It is great when partners assign
themselves roles, but not when those roles pull them out of the design process, as
seen in this case. This shows how Pleo can be a distraction from the design
process, and thus needs to be used selectively and effectively in the curriculum to
maximize student engagement overall. Pleo also served as a distraction with some
of his bigger and louder unprompted movements. These movements are
effective in seeking user attention like a pet would, but the timing of those is
important not to draw away from the design process. While participants were
motivated in general to build for Pleo, there did not appear to be a difference in
levels of motivation to build for Pleo versus building for the turtle. Pleo’s
behaviors could be better utilized to prompt the design problem, investing the
students in Pleo’s experience. Participants would often interact verbally with Pleo,
mostly asking him questions and waiting for a response. This occurred much
more frequently with Pleo than with the turtle, likely because participants knew
the turtle would not respond. There could be some value to having Pleo respond
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to sounds, even without using words or voice recognition, but just to
acknowledge that the user is talking. If Pleo did use words instead of sounds,
there could be some benefits to the design process. The sessions were very long,
and students often became distracted from the task entirely, and needed
redirection. It is possible that Pleo could provide this redirection by asking
guiding questions to prompt further design work. These could include ask
questions at timed intervals such as “What are you making?” “Can I try that?”
“Why do you think I will like that?” While I think this would be engaging, it does
take away from interaction that the students would have with the facilitator, which
diverts from the objective of facilitating human to human interaction.
One of the issues with Pleo can also be found within the rapid perspective
taking in appendix B. As positive as it was that the students were engaging in
such frequent testing, they never arrived at a definitive conclusion as to what Pleo
needed. One of the two underlying issues here is that Pleo’s behaviors are
incredibly fluid, which can be very difficult to decipher. The second issue is core
to how Pleo’s behaviors work from a programming standpoint. Pleo initiates
“skits,” series of mechanical behaviors and sounds, in response to different inputs.
But once Pleo starts a skit, he will not change to another one, or stop, until that
one is complete. This results in Pleo’s sensors being inactive for the duration of
the skit, which can be up to eight seconds. So if a user were to do something to
upset Pleo, like hang him by his tail, Pleo will remain upset regardless of further
user input for a short time. So even if a user were to try something to calm Pleo
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that would usually work, like petting his head, Pleo will not respond positively.
This imparts the incorrect cause and effect to the user. As seen in appendix B,
partners were trying to do things for Pleo almost simultaneously, and Pleo was
incapable of properly responding to each attempt. So in the time that Pleo is
responding with behavior that implies he isn’t hungry, students have tried petting
him and giving him medicine, which results in incorrectly associating that
dismissive behavior with their more recent attempts. The last area of improvement
for Pleo is to better encourage gentle physical contact with the user, possibly by
providing a more clear positive response. There was one participant who would
strike Pleo, often in an attempt to wake Pleo up. His partner would often scold
him, but it would be better when considering perspective taking for Pleo to
respond to being hit with sad, or angry behavior. Behavioral redirection from a
peer, Pleo, or a facilitator all teach an aggressive user that their behavior is
inappropriate, but when it comes from Pleo it is more effective because it shows
why the behavior is inappropriate. Or to approach the problem from the other
side, the behavior only occurred when Pleo was turned off. If Pleo could be put
into a sleep mode where he is still on, more gentle physical contact could wake
Pleo thus not requiring hard hits.

2.4 Research Focus
My thesis will to work to address the research questions from the Summer
study at a deeper level around the benefits Pleo can provide students diagnosed
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with HFA. I will explore how Pleo can be better used as an educational tool for
children with autism as they embark on the engineering design process for a
client. The second major research question is how can Pleo be modified to better
support users socially, specifically fulfilling the needs to facilitate human to
human interaction, and promote positive social behaviors, which many studies
have labeled as “non-autistic.” The last area of focus is around how to use Pleo to
provide a transferable framework of perspective taking. The related needs are
practicing the identification of emotional and behavioral causation and providing
appropriate levels of social complexity in the behaviors. The thesis research will
show that if the proposed design meets the feature requirements listed in the
matrix, the needs will be met, contributing to the facilitation of the interactions
described in the background.
This research is novel on multiple levels. On a higher level, very few
studies have been run using robotic pets in an educational setting with either
neurotypical or autistic students. I have also not come across any robots being
used in this field that have either modular, autonomous behaviors, or behaviors
that are modifiable by facilitators on a case by case or session by session basis
(see section 3.8). The majority of work done in this field is in a clinical setting
with one participant at a time, and this thesis will collect data from more realistic
use cases.
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3 DESIGN
3.1 Influences of previous and current robots used in the field
My design process was guided by analysis and comparison of previous
and current robotic systems with similar objectives. In this section I review
systems from three phases of the past decade or work on robots as therapy tools
for children with autism: from early, simple robots towards more complicated
humanoid robots and finally to a current robotic pet.
In the mid 2000’s researchers put an emphasis on emotional response of
users. Researchers from Miyagi University designed the Keepon robot to engage
users with social development disorders in attention focusing and emotional
interactions. Keepon is a snowman-like robot with two eyes and mouth that can
display attention via head rotation and tilt, and emotions with simple head nods
and shakes (Figure 2). The purpose of the simplistic movements is to make the
interactions and emotions as easy to comprehend as possible. Keepon’s ability to
direct attention and convey emotion with four degrees of freedom shows that a
complicated robotic system is not always necessary. Researchers found that the
child’s ontological understanding of the robot was dependent on how related the
robotic behavior was to the context, which emphasizes the need for the robot to
autonomously respond to its environment. [11] Without sensors to receive
input or means of being physically manipulated, Keepon is limited in how it can
engage a user.
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Figure 2: Keepon Robot [11]
One of the more widely used robots for emotional therapy is Paro, a
plushy seal robot designed to promote psychological enrichment, seen in Figure 3.
Paro is one of the few robots used today that has accurate speech recognition, in
addition to its light sensing, and touch tensors on its body and whiskers. Where
Paro overall excels in terms of sensing, it lacks in mechanical movement, limited
to only two degrees of freedom in the neck and tail [9]. Paro also has benefits
related to physical manipulation of its soft exterior. While Paro is an
improvement on Keepon in terms of engagement, its few actuation capabilities
limit the variety of user interaction.

Figure 3: Seal robot Paro [9]
In my design process these two robotic systems serve as comparisons to
guide the development of a variety of possible user interactions and means of
engagement. Teachers need an additional tool to draw students into the design
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process. If one form of client-interaction is not working with a particular student,
other interactions should be presented in an attempt to better match the student’s
affinity and grab their attention.
There has been more work in recent years with humanoid robots in this
field as technology has become more advanced, such as in the Aurora project,
which utilized the small child sized robot KASPAR (Figure 4) [12]. KASPAR is
used as a social mediator for children with lower functioning autism and displays
emotions through facial expressions and hand gestures. This work proved that
low-cost robots can be used to effectively facilitate social interaction between a
child and an adult facilitator [13]. Within the Aurora project, KASPAR has been
used specifically for children and adult facilitators to share a perception of the
robot’s actions [14]. This study highlighted how to use a robot as a positive
shared experiences between a child and an adult, and showed promise for social
robots maintaining a child’s interest over time.

Figure 4: Humanoid KASPAR Robot [13]
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Another humanoid robot, ESRA is a robotic head that uses facial
expressions and two-minute behavioral scripts controlled by an experimenter,
very similar to how animatronics work in some theme parks. A picture of ESRA
can be seen in Figure 5. Scassellati studied ESRA by analyzing passive social cue
measurements such as gaze, prosody of voice, and position of the user within the
testing room [15]. They found that the autistic children participating in the study
were universally engaged with the robot. The majority of the user interaction was
acting on the robot without talking to or smiling at the robot. So while the robot
achieved its goal of engagement, the interactions were not social and were instead
one sided. The robot was unable to respond which also resulted in a decrease in
engagement over the course of the session as participants were not receiving
robotic feedback that could serve as positive reinforcement for their engagement.
These two drawbacks stress the importance of providing users agency in
producing various responses from the robot, both to keep interactions social and
to provide a consistent and high level of engagement overtime.

Figure 5: ESRA [15]
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There is a great deal of work being done with AIBO, a robotic dog with a
mechanical aesthetic developed by Sony. AIBO serves as a strong design
comparison as one of the more robust robotic pets on the market and for its use in
studies with autistic users. AIBO is fully autonomous with unpredictable
behaviors and a wide array of sensing capabilities: distance, acceleration,
vibration, sound, and pressure. It also has a few fun features such as playing
fetch, the ability to greet a user by offering its paw, and lights to show pleasure
and displeasure. To better understand how users interact with robots,
neurotypical children were surveyed on how they viewed AIBO [16]. Many
participants treated AIBO as having moral standing and mental state as well as a
social agent. This is noted as remarkable due to the lack of speech and speech
recognition that AIBO has, which is promising for robotic development in this
field. Speech recognition and speech that properly fits context are expensive and
difficult from a coding standpoint. The ability neurotypical children have to
accord these life-like characteristics of AIBO and engage in that perspective
taking provides a useful comparison for children with ASD. Research has also
reached users as young as preschool aged participants, looking at their interacting
with AIBO versus a stuffed dog. They found that children made more attempts at
reciprocity with AIBO, and they physically mistreated the stuffed dog more [17] .
Children were also more apprehensive of AIBO’s behaviors, flinching away when
AIBO initiated an action. This displays a need for robots in this field to not only
be entirely safe, but appear safe and act in non-threatening ways.
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Figure 6: Sony’s AIBO Robot [15]
Pleo is a robotic dinosaur manufactured by Innvo Labs with 14 motors and
22 sensors, making it the most mechanically robust social robot on the market
today [10]. Pleo can sense which direction sound is coming from, if there is an
obstacle in front of it, and what temperature the room is. Pleo has a great sense of
it’s body positioning as it uses an accelerometer to gauge changes in tilt,
combined with 4 foot switches that let Pleo know if he is being held or not. Pleo
has 12 touch sensors all over his body that allows him to feel the touch of a user,
and will respond positively to being pet. Pleo also has an RFID sensor under his
mouth which he uses to identify items such as food, medicine, or prompts to play
a game. This feature in particular makes a user’s experience with Pleo very
interactive. When Pleo is hungry, he needs to be fed. He takes medicine when he
is sick, and loves playing tug of war. These need based cause and effects aren’t
incorporated to this extent in any other social robot. These are what make Pleo
most like a pet, and provide a hypothesis that Pleo can induce some of the benefits
that have been correlated with live pets.
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3.2 Client Needs and Design Requirements Matrix
The following matrix includes all of the user needs and potential design
features identified in the prior sections of the thesis. Each of the 14 needs were
given a rating between 1 and 4 to represent their importance in the context of this
thesis, with 4 being the most important. These ratings were based off of how
frequently the specific need came up in the literature of previous work, and any
data provided that served as indication for how impactful the need is to the field.
With the needs ranked, each feature was evaluated based on how well it met that
need. A “1” indicates that the feature does support or fulfill the associated need.
A “-1” was used to express a conflict between a feature and a need. For example,
spontaneity pulls the user’s attention from the given engineering task, so in their
overlapping cell a “-1” is entered. Lastly a blank box shows that the feature
neither supports nor works against the need. Ease of implementation is the
exception, with the range of values increased to -2 to 2. This is because when
considering how difficult it is to fabricate, code, or implement a feature, there is a
greater variety than simply easy-medium-hard, and the rating scale needs to
reflect that. This left to right list will serve as a priority reference when making
design decisions. These design needs and features were sent to a group of
researchers in the field for affirmation of the rankings of each list. The feedback
confirmed that the matrix did not require any changes. The matrix must be
viewed in appendix C due to formatting constraints.
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The two highest prioritized features are dependence on user for needs,
coordinated audio and visual response. This prioritization makes sense because
they are defining aspects of pet robots. Audio and visual response coordination
contributes to the life-likeness of the robot: it is rare for anything to only move, or
to only make sound. Making these coordinations clear for each input provides an
exploratory experience for the user as they seek to understand the cause and effect
of the system at play. When a robot communicates a need, the user is given the
opportunity to identify that need, and then given the agency to fulfill it. If they do
so successfully, they will have completed an intrinsically rewarding process as the
robot will respond positively to the user in a way that corresponds to the user’s
input. The non-repetitive aspect is tied in with developing autonomy in the robot.
Implementing a user greeting is fairly simple and provides rapport building
systems for the robot to enact on the user. It is important to provide the therapist
or teacher with the ability to modify the robot’s behavior to better suit the student
due to the challenge a robot would have engaging in that decision making process
and utilizing the intimate understanding of the individual student. Those decisions
are best made by an educated specialist who knows the child and his or her
specific manifestations of autism well.

3.3 Design Objectives
My design challenge is to develop a robotic system that provides benefits
for autistic students in three areas: engaging students in engineering design
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activities, facilitating social interactions with peers, and providing opportunities to
practice empathy such as through perspective taking. Each of these will be
described in the following section. My hypothesis is that the modified Pleo
system will achieve measurable success in these areas if it is effectively outfitted
with the design features listed in the above matrix.
1) Engagement in Engineering Design Activities
Many students, both neurotypical and autistic, are challenged when
designing for a client. Client needs add an entire layer of complexity onto
standard engineering design practices, which serve as a challenge but also an
engaging hook for students. As a STOMP Fellow, I often introduced clients into
design challenges to provide context and motivation for students. I found that
reminding students of how we need to build a strong bridge for Jack and Jill to
travel across the river was more universally effective than encouraging a class
competition for whose bridge can hold the most weight. Often telling stories
about a client is not enough or does not fit someone’s teaching style. Thus
providing a physical interactive client is an important objective for the modified
Pleo system. This robotic system should encourage students to frequently test
their design artifact and generate client based design criteria. Most students are
accustomed to assignments where they are given a worksheet or test to complete
it and hand in. In this process they then wait for a grade and are not provided any
opportunity to iterate on that assignment. Thus when these students are set on a
design challenge, I have noticed them reticent of testing. Upon the completion of
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a prototype, it is common for a student to proclaim “I am done,” without testing
their design to see what “done” really means. My hypothesis is that having a
robot respond to each test in some way will motivate students to test more
frequently and with more success metrics.
2) Social Interaction Facilitation
Interacting with a robot can indicate user engagement, but social skills are
tied much more to human to human interaction, which is highlighted specifically
in a study by Shibita et al [9]. Collaboration is an important component of
engineering design, and while it can be done effectively in different ways, each of
those requires communication and a shared experience. One of my design goals
for the modified Pleo system is to facilitate interaction between peers working
together on a project. The facilitation could serve as a catalyst,or starting point
for meaningful interaction between the students. It is my hypothesis that the dog
walker effect referenced earlier will initiate interaction between partners as
students will be responding to the robot’s actions. If this design is successful,
students will make comments to one another about the pet’s needs and behaviors,
will ask one another about the state of the robot, and will engage in discussions
about possible future interactions with or ways to help the robot.
3) Empathy and Perspective Taking
One of the challenges of client based design is empathizing with a user’s
situation, that is, taking their perspective. Designers needs to put themselves in
their clients’ shoes to better understand their challenges, needs, and capabilities.
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This is a challenge for any engineer or designer, and can be especially difficult for
a student on the autism spectrum. Children with autism especially can have a
hard time taking the perspective of a peer, or inferencing from one interaction to
another. The Background section discusses the benefits of robots as socially
simplistic entities compared to humans, and that is a feature to be leveraged here.
It is my goal to design a robotic system that encourages perspective taking and
scaffolds empathetic thought processes for students with autism. Client based
design projects provide great opportunities for this, and will hopefully make it it
easier for children to practice perspective taking. Repetition in this line of
thinking with a robot will hopefully influence their thinking when interacting with
peers.

3.4 General design scope flow involving all stakeholder
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3.5 System Selection
After considering all available options, Pleo was selected as the robotic
platform for this thesis, and can be seen along with its hardware in Figure 7. Pleo
is a robotic dinosaur manufactured by Innvo Labs with 14 motors and 22 sensors,
making it the most mechanically robust social robot on the market today [10].
Pleo can sense which direction sound is coming from, if there is an obstacle in
front of it, and what temperature the room is. Pleo can sense its body positioning
using an accelerometer to gauge changes in tilt, combined with 4 foot switches
that indicate if he is being held or not. Pleo has 12 surface capacitance sensors all
over his body that allow him to feel the touch of a user, and will respond
positively to being pet. These 12 touch sensors can easily differentiate between a
user tapping, holding, and releasing different parts of Pleo. This gives users a
wide variety of ways to interact with Pleo and stay engaged. Pleo has an IR sensor
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in his mouth that triggers when an object is placed on his tongue. This feature in
particular makes a user’s experience with Pleo very interactive. When Pleo is
hungry he can be fed, and take medicine when he is sick, both using plastic
accessories. These need based cause and effect work flows aren’t incorporated
to this extent in any other social robot. These features are core to Pleo’s pet
nature, and have potential to provide Pleo with some benefits that live pets
maintain.

Figure 7: Diagram of the Pleo Robot, including hardware
Pleo, at a higher level, fits the benefits listed earlier for robots used in
autism therapy in the same way that AIBO, KASPER, and others do. In addition
to Pleo’s advanced pet behaviors, his appearance also makes him stand out.
Aesthetics are important as they have a large impact on the interpretation of the
behavior of the robot and in subjective evaluations of short term interaction.
When attempting to mimic specific pets with a robot, some people have biases of
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that pet from previous experiences, and might apply it to the robot. In general,
users are more accepting of a robot’s appearance when it is modeled after an
unfamiliar animal [4]. Even when the bias to a common animal is positive, it is
likely to draw comparisons that reflect poorly on the robot. For example, a cat
owner will be very familiar with how cats move, and could be critical of a robotic
cat that doesn’t move in the same way or with as much fluidity as they are
accustomed to experiencing. In addition children specifically have a general
fondness for non-human robotic designs, giving further credence to the selected
robotic system to be a dinosaur[18].
When considering robotic aesthetic, it is important to understand the
concept of the Uncanny Valley. The Uncanny Valley measures familiarity versus
human likeness, as seen in Figure 8. The general idea is that increasing human
likeness does not always increase familiarity. Zombies look much more like a
human than a stuffed animal, but they are so much less pleasing to look at. As
noted in the graph, introducing animacy into the artifacts greatly increases the
slope, inducing a greater change in familiarity with likeness. I believe that Pleo
lies at the peak of the “moving” curve, just before it plummets. It is much more
life-like than the mechanical AIBO, especially when you look at the greatly
increased fluidity of movement that result from Pleo’s number of motors. It is less
human-like than KASPER, but in a positive way. KASPER is not as creepy as a
zombie, but its human likeness moves its familiarity in that direction. In a study
on robots and how they relate to the Uncanny Valley, researchers found that slight
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differences in appearance and movement only seem eerie in robots, and must be
avoided especially when considering a therapy setting [19].

Figure 8: Uncanney Valley [19]
Pleo’s mechanical system and sensory capabilities would be difficult to
improve upon from scratch within the scope of this master’s thesis. Thus the
focus of this thesis will be to optimize the current physical system and reprogram
Pleo to better fit the design objectives. Pleo, while occasionally used in autism
research, is not designed for children with special needs, and has some design
flaws particular to that user base that can be altered. The goal of this thesis is to
apply strong understanding of child development to iterative user testing focused
on building better code for Pleo. For this coding task, I used the language Pawn.
Pawn is a simple, C-like language developed in 1999 as both a compiler
and an abstract machine. It was chosen for this project first and foremost by its
ability to embed resource and animation files. Secondly Pawn can run with very
little RAM, which suits Pleo’s microcontroller. Pawn accepts animation files as
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comma separated value files which can be altered in Microsoft Excel for precise
motor control. Pawn is also compatible with MySkit, a Pleo animation software
that includes crowd sourced pre-built motions to learn from and to adapt. MySkit
can also be used to test and visualize the motions before compiling them onto
Pleo, allowing for faster prototyping iterations. MySkit can be used to smooth out
movements to prevent any jerky motions that would appear more robotic than life
like. Lastly, MySkit can help synchronize audio files to match up with the motor
control to create full, animal like behaviors.

3.6 User Testing
User testing for the development of a robotic system via redesigning Pleo
occurred in two rounds, and fulfilled a variety of objectives. The first round was
done in collaboration with graduate students pursuing masters in Human Factors
Engineering. They provided beneficial insights to the human-robot interaction,
user workflow, and student perceptions of the robot and its exhibited emotions.
Many of the objectives of each round overlapped and saw iterations of the same
feature and will thus be listed and discussed together. These user tests sought to
gain design insights into the following, which will be discussed in this section:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

User engagement in basic pet behaviors and their responses
Interactions with the robotic system without behavior modeling
Intrinsic reward of interacting with the robotic system
Identification of emotional and behavioral causation
User agency in producing expected robotic responses
Perception of Pleo as a robot vs a pet
Physical manipulation and tactile comfort
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3.6.1 Study Procedures
The sessions for the first round of user testing were set up as one on one
focus groups and divided into three sections as outlined below:
1.

Structured interview identifying participant background including

experience with pets and experience with robots. Participant takes time to
acclimate to the space and to the study facilitators
2.

Semi-structured clinical interview with play session lasting around

15 minutes. Facilitators brief the participant on Pleo’s basic functions verbally,
without physically modeling them. After a few minutes, the facilitator introduces
Pleo’s food, medicine, and toy into the space. As the participant interacts with
Pleo, the facilitator asks questions about their experience in real time. The
participant is also asked how they think Pleo is feeling after certain interactions.
3.

Facilitators play a series of sounds for the participants, explaining

that each sound was made by Pleo. The facilitator follows up each sound by
asking the participant what kind of sound it was, how Pleo was feeling, and what
Pleo was doing as it relates to that sound. I compared these answers to the
intentions of my code to identify areas of disagreement in emotion and behavior
identification.
For the first round of testing, the two participants were a seven year old
boy and a twelve year old boy, each diagnosed with Higher Functioning Autism.
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The second round of user testing was structured similarly to parts 1 and 2
of the first round. The first few minutes were spent on rapport building as the
participant became acclimated to the foreign space. The semi-structured
interview that followed was again focused on previous experiences with robots or
pets, specifically the participant’s feelings towards different interactions with
each. In the second phase of the study, the participant was introduced to Pleo and
then “Plea” for free play. Possible interactions with each robot were mentioned
such as petting and feeding, but were intentionally not modeled by facilitators.
Pleo and Plea were two Pleo robots running two different codes which will be
discussed further in section 3.8. The play session with each of them was driven by
the participant, with the facilitator encouraging them to answer their own
questions through exploration of the robotic system. Following their play session,
the participants were asked to compare the two robots they played with, and
comment on how they thought each of them felt. They were also asked to rate
how much fun they had, and how much fun they thought the robot had as a way to
gauge user interest and higher level perspective taking.

3.6.2 Results and Corresponding Design Influences
1) User engagement in basic pet behaviors and their responses
Throughout the play sessions I was interested in how users would interact
with Pleo in the absence of an engineering challenge to focus on the
Human-Robot Interactions. In the first study, special attention was paid to how
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participants responded to Pleo’s behaviors. Many of the participants were startled
when Pleo began moving, indicating that Pleo’s greeting upon being booted up
should be made slower and use smaller motor movements. Besides this initial
surprise, the majority of participant responses were positive, and there was a
strong correlation between positive responses and addressing pet needs. An
engineering activity utilizing Pleo could benefit from leveraging the positivity and
engagement associated with addressing pet needs.
Participants were especially interested in feeding Pleo, a process which as
a result saw the most iterations throughout user testing. Participants would
consistently smile upon successfully feeding Pleo and hearing him chew.
Following Pleo’s default code of feeding him using the RFID sensor under the
chin proved to be unintuitive. Users would put food in Pleo’s mouth, but Pleo
would remain still, unable to detect it without it having first been put under his
chin. This highlights a needed change in the workflow to better fit how a user
instinctively attempts to feed Pleo. Both participants in this round first tried to
feed Pleo by putting the leaf to its mouth. Thus to solve the problem the IR
sensor on Pleo’s nose was used. Instead of rubbing food under Pleo’s chin, users
had Pleo “smell” the food by placing it directly in front of his nose, and then
determine if he wanted to be fed based on his response.
In the second round, this proved to be successful as two of the participants
were able to feed Pleo on their first attempt without direction from the facilitator.
The feeding issues that came up in the second round were at the end of the
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feeding process. When Pleo was done with his eating script he would continue to
hold the leaf in his mouth until the user took it out or initiated another robotic
behavior. This was confusing to the participants who would wait for Pleo to stop
moving before touching him again. They weren’t sure why the leaf was still in
his mouth if he wasn’t chewing anymore. So a leaf drop was coded into the
“eating” behavior by synchronizing the neck and jaw motors to bend Pleo’s head
down, release the leaf, and bring the head back up to a neutral position once the
leaf was out. As a result users were able to recognize that Pleo was done eating
using cause and effect of the leaf being dropped.
2) Intrinsic reward of interacting with the robotic system
These tests were done without the presence of peers or a design challenge
to augment the interactions. This allowed the experimenters to better isolate
Pleo’s intrinsically motivating features to better understand how to leverage them.
As mentioned above, addressing Pleo’s needs was a major and expected draw for
users, as they were all most notably engaged when feeding or petting Pleo. One
session highlighted the benefits of having multiple ways to take care of Pleo.
Initially, the participant was only hugging and petting Pleo, but doing so
repeatedly. Once Pleo’s food and medicine were introduced, there was a clear
shift. Now that there were more options for engagement, the participant was
focused on identifying Pleo’s needs before addressing them. This adds a layer of
complexity to the HRI and reinforces the need for a variety of pet based
interactions.
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The non-pet based intrinsic interaction came from a participant who was
interested in Pleo as a robot instead of a dinosaur. Even though his imagination
was not as engaged as other participants, he was just as active during the play
session, if not more so. Instead of learning about Pleo and identifying his
behaviors, this participant was focused on finding sensors and seeing what
response they would create. Pleo provided an environment for this user to test the
cause and effect of his interactions without the subject becoming annoyed like a
classmate possibly would, demonstrating another benefit of the consistent nature
of robots. Seeing this enthusiasm for cause and effect influenced a way to present
Pleo’s behaviors as an opportunity for discovery through exploration. In order to
leverage this, new behaviors were incorporated into Pleo’s code. One sensor,
initially under Pleo’s chin, was a designated “tickle spot,” producing a small
giggle if activated. A “sneeze spot” was similarly included. Lastly, Pleo was
given a “bad leg,” that if grabbed would cause Pleo to cry out in pain. These
three were used in various combinations during round two of testing when a
participant was getting bored or losing focus. Each time they were asked to find a
spot, they showed immediate increases in physical manipulation of the robot and
cause and effect seeking behaviors. One participant was able to correctly guess
Pleo’s tickle spot under his chin based on where he is ticklish himself. All of
these spots could be easily moved by a teacher or therapist to keep users engaged
in exploration over an extended period of time.
3) Identification of Emotions
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Due to the complexity of the number of motors involved in each emotional
expression, user testing was required to gauge the ease of emotional
identification. The human factors analysis of emotions can be found in Appendix
D, and served to narrow down which visual and audio manifestations of each
emotion were most easily understood by participants. One notable design change
that came as a result from this utilized the simplicity of Keepon’s emotional
expression to add a head shake for Pleo’s negative emotions. Users were having a
harder time recognizing Pleo’s negative emotions compared to his positive ones,
and this head shake proved effective in round two.
4) Perspective taking
Within this case study format, perspective taking did not occur frequently
enough to effectively identify patterns, other than the few previously listed. The
participants did not identify a difference between Pleo’s responses when a sensor
is tapped versus when it is held, and only occasionally recognized Pleo’s sad or
angry behaviors. In the small patterns that did arise, there was a promising
amount of perspective identification, often tied with inquiry. Each instance of
inquiry perspective taking precedes addressing Pleo’s needs, suggesting that
participants were testing their inquiring by trying to help Pleo in some way.
5) User agency in producing expected robotic responses
In round one of testing, Pleo’s standard system of sensor-behavior
correlation was used. In this system, the sensors don’t register any inputs while
Pleo is enacting a behavior. This is done so that the motor control can be smooth
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from one behavior to another. For the first prototype the problem was mitigated
by reducing the time of Pleo’s behaviors greatly, the idea being to reduce the wait
time between user inputs. This still lead to participants having a difficult time
finding Pleo’s aforementioned special spots, because the nature of their
exploration was very rapid. Before Pleo could finish responding to one input,
participants were testing a second and a third. To account for this, participants
were told to slow down because “Pleo is a little sleepy,” which reduced
interaction time with Pleo as they would sit and wait for Pleo to stop moving.
The consistent point of feedback was that both participants wished Pleo
“responded quicker” which accurately addresses this problem. For the solution
which saw success in round two, an audio override was developed to keep sensors
active even when Pleo is engaged in a behavior. So when a user activates a
sensor while Pleo is in motion and making noise, Pleo will immediately make the
noise associated with the most recently activated sensor, and will initiate the
proper behavior once the previous one is finished. The theory behind this is that
in round one we found the perception of Pleo’s physical movements to be heavily
influenced by the audio output. Thus, even producing the expected audio
response upon sensor activation will give users agency in producing robotic
responses. After user testing this problem was addressed further in the design by
reducing the any excessive motor movements without losing expressiveness. This
way Pleo can make a smoother and faster transition from one behavior to the next.
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3.7 System Description of Final Design Iteration
During the design process, 3 distinct versions of code, called modules,
were developed. The reasoning and design decisions that lead to these three
modules will be addressed in the following section. The standard module is the
focus of the thesis as it was the one used in the final data collection sessions, and
will be described in this section.
1) Mechanical Features
In order to provide users with a clearer understanding of the robot
behaviors relative to their input, a number of mechanical features were altered for
the modified Pleo system. The frequency response of the sensor system was
increased so that the robot could respond to more user input. Previously, Pleo’s
sensors would not activate while he was engaged in a behavior. The duration of
physical actuations and audio outputs of those behaviors were also shortened.
Shorter robot behaviors display an action or emotion succinctly so that a user is
less likely to provide conflicting inputs such as pulling Pleo’s tail while he is
giggling from being tickled. With shorter behaviors the user is more likely to let
Pleo finish giggling before engaging in an action that would result in a very
different behavior. To further improve the connection between user input and
robotic response, an audio override was added alongside transitionary actuation
measures. Regardless of what behavior Pleo is engaged in, a user input will
disrupt the current audio output of the system, allowing the robot to emit the
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proper sound related to the most recent user input. In order to maintain seamless
and life-like motor movement, the robot actuation does not change immediately.
Instead, each animation file is coded to smoothly transition into the start of the
next one in the case of rapid sequential user input.
2) Interactive Features
The most simple interactive feature added to the modified Pleo system is a
user greeting. Upon startup, Pleo will extend his front right foot to users,
mimicking a handshake, thus beginning to build rapport and reminding students to
greet others. The special spots mentioned in user testing were implemented,
specifically Pleo’s tickle spot under his chin, and an injured back right leg that
would prompt Pleo to giggle and cry out in pain respectively. These were
included to allow users to explore more of the robotic system, and as a tool for
teachers to increase student engagement.
The modified Pleo system maintains the pet interactions of the original
version, but becoming sick and requiring medicine has been replaced with
becoming tired and needing to sleep. Users can feed Pleo by first holding his
plastic leaf up to his nose where he uses his IR sensor to identify its presence.
Pleo will then open his mouth and audibly beg for the food. Pleo knows the food
is in his mouth and to start chewing when the IR sensor in the mouth is triggered
by the leaf. Pleo then lightly chews the leaf making crunching sounds, and drops
it on the floor when he is done. Students can also pet Pleo to make him purr, and
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help him sleep by blocking his eyes from the light when they hear him snore. The
ambient light sensor on Pleo’s head is used to measure his exposure to light.
Lastly, Pleo’s code was adapted to fit the curriculum for the study. In the
first session, Pleo’s leg motors are coded to limit his ability to walk and move
translationally. In the second session the modified Pleo system is coded to seem
sleepier by snoring more often, and keeping its head down in more lethargic
movements. These were both done to present problems for the students to identify
themselves and to provide the teacher an opportunity to guide speculation around
those problems. The objective is to allow for a student driven problem
identification and design solution brainstorming process.
3) Pawn Basics
As mentioned earlier, the modified Pleo system was programmed using
the language Pawn. This section will provide an overview of the code utilized as
well as a table of relevant coding terms and how they were used (Table 1). For
the full code implemented, see appendix E.

Table 1: list of pawn coding terms and their use descriptions
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Term

Description of Use

case

Isolates a sensor and provides a
corresponding action when triggered

switch

Switch is a structure that transfers
control to one of several case clauses
as it is triggered

Sound.inc

Interfaces control sound playback,
including associated sound function

Motion.inc

Interfaces to control motion playback,
including association motion functions

motion_play

Plays selected CSV files that are built
into UMF (Ugobe Motion Files)

sound_play

Plays selected 11k, 8-bit mono sound
files

4) Code Structure
1. Include packages to be used in the code. These include:
a. Pleo’s Sensors and associated firmware
b. Sound files
c. Pleo animation files for motor control
2. Public init: activate sensors on startup, prompts Pleo’s user greeting
3. Public on_sensor: function structure that continuously reads sensors.
a. IR sensor triggered at set distance to sniff for food
b. Switch
i.

Case clauses, each with a sensor triggered on binary input
1. Associated motion_play and sound_play that occur
simultaneously

4. Public close
a. Ensure proper sensor shut down before power off
5) Use of MySkit
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MySkit is a “performance editor” used in the modified Pleo system to
customize Pleo’s behaviors. As seen in Figure 9, MySkit can provide
synchronistic control over each of Pleo’s motors. MySkit then exports these as
comma separated value files which can then be further edited for more precise
motor control. MySkit also provides a simulation to show in real time how the
motion will look when actuated by Pleo. This was very useful for developing
multiple iterations of each behavior because it prevented the need to compile and
upload each file onto Pleo for testing. MySkit also provided a few default
behaviors that served as starting points for some of the more complicated
behaviors such a being pet.

Figure 9: Pleo MySkit Performance Editor Interface
6) Areas of Improvement
There were a number of flaws of the Pleo system that I was unable to
mitigate by altering the code. The motors were not powerful enough to allow for
rapid transition between different motions while still being fluid enough to
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maintain life-likeness. The accelerometer in the Pleo system was fairly
unreliable, and thus was not able to be incorporated. This would have been useful
for Pleo’s sleepy code for students to figure out what side Pleo liked to sleep on
most. I was unable to capitalize on the capacitance sensors to the point where
different forms of touch could be differentiated. For example, Pleo should
respond differently to getting pet softly on the back than to getting slapped in the
same spot. The robotic system was also unable to respond to the forced
movement of motors. Responding negatively to physical abuse would be useful
to teach students how to treat pets gently.

3.8 Modules
In order to further understand how autistic students and their education
specialists interact with robots I assisted as an educational consultant on a project
conducted by Professor Albo Canals and La Salle University in Panama. The
focus of the study was to better understand how specialists at a school for children
with Lower Functioning Autism used robotic pets, and how the students
responded to them. This experience was my first with low functioning students,
and highlighted the different needs and learning goals these students have versus
the ones I had worked with previously. The specialists used the robots primarily
as a means to focus the students on the question or task at hand, and they valued
clear cause and effect in the robot well above behavioral complexity.
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The major take away from the study in Panama is that modularity could
be used as a singular design as the cognitive capabilities of each student can be so
different that one level of behavioral complexity would engage some students, but
would be ignored by others. This need prompted the development of two
additional versions of Pleo’s code called modules, which will be defined below.
The goal of the two modules is for them to be used to engage more students on a
wider range of the autism spectrum. On the lower functioning side, the Simple
module is designed to help students practice basic cause and effect without the
complexities of pet behaviors. For very high functioning students, the
Challenging module increases the complexity of Pleo’s pet behaviors, and
requires stronger perspective taking and inferencing skills. The objective of this
section is to describe these modules as a proof of concept that a singular robotic
system can be customized to engage and challenge both higher functioning and
lower functioning students. This section will also present feedback on the
modified Pleo system’s modules collected from autism specialists.

3.8.1 Description
Three modules were developed, each with a distinct level of social
complexity. They were labeled as Simple, Standard, and Challenging. The
Standard module was used in data collection for the study, and was described in
the previous section. Adaptations to the Standard module led to the design of the
Simple and Challenging modules. Pleo’s preferences are constant between all
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three (i.e. where he likes being pet), and what changes is how those preferences
are expressed. The Simple and Challenging modules will be described in this
section.
The Simple module was designed for students with low functioning
autism, or any student who requires practice before interacting with the Standard
module. In the Simple module, Pleo does not eat, and only provides one of two
responses to user input: positive or negative. The positive response involves Pleo
nodding his head, purring as if he was being pet, and opening his mouth as if to
smile. The negative response is the opposite; Pleo shakes his head side to side as
if saying “no,” growls at the user, and squints his eyes to mimic a furrowed brow.
At the most basic level, this module is meant to help students understand cause
and effect. Students or teachers can touch Pleo in order to develop an
understanding that touching Pleo in certain ways will trigger a response. The
secondary objective of the simple module is for students to differentiate the two
responses and begin to understand which one is good, and which one is bad.
Lastly, this module aims to help students understand what Pleo likes and does not
like. The Simple module was designed by taking the code for the Standard
module and translating all of the emotions into “positive” or “negative” responses.
For example, in the Simple module, students can learn that Pleo likes being pet on
his head and back, and when they transition to the Standard module, they can start
to look for how Pleo can express those responses differently depending on where
he is pet.
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The Challenging module uses the Standard module as its core code, and
then adapts Pleo’s behaviors based on how hungry Pleo is feeling. Pleo is coded
with a hunger value that decreases over time. When this value drops below a
certain threshold, Pleo’s behavior changes. For instance, when Pleo is hungry he
seeks the user’s attention more, and his stomach growls. Until he is fed he won’t
greet the user or giggle when tickled like he normally does. To bring Pleo back to
his normal state, the user needs to feed Pleo. When Pleo is fed, his hunger value
is increased by a set amount. But if the hunger value goes above another
threshold, Pleo becomes full and lethargic. His sleepy behavior activates more,
and he will growl if food is put in front of him. Pleo will remain in this state until
his hunger value drops to normal. This module is more complicated than the
Standard one because it requires users to go beyond simple cause and effect and
think about how their actions can affect Pleo’s mood. This module can be
considered more engaging due to how feeding Pleo has an impact on the robot’s
behavior beyond its chewing actuation. On the other hand, this module requires
high levels of perspective taking and inferencing. While hunger was chosen as
the selected value to track, a Challenging module could track sleepiness in the
same way. Another possible option would be to create a social/attention value
that increases when Pleo is pet, and decreases when he is ignored. Thus there are
many options here at a teacher’s disposal to engage their classroom or a specific
student.
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3.8.2 Stakeholder Feedback
While these modules were developed as a part of the modified Pleo
system, they were not tested in the scope of this thesis. Instead stakeholder
feedback was collected from six autism specialists, whose expertise ranged from
therapists, special education teachers, and speech pathologists. Their feedback
concerning the module system and its possible implementation was focused
around the capacity for teacher/therapist control, benefits of dynamically
changing robot behaviors, implementation of different levels of complexity, and
improvements to make. These comments will be summarized in this section.
1) Use as a scaffold
After they saw each module in action, specialists commented on how they
envisioned transitions between each one, and how they could be used to scaffold a
learning experience. The simple module was the focus of this feedback. The
simple module can be used to prompt questions to the students such as “was that a
good response, or a bad one?” This lets students build an understanding of what
Pleo likes and doesn’t like, which can be kept consistent between modules to ease
the transition between them.
2) Teacher/Therapist Control
Stakeholders were most excited about how a robotic system can lend itself
to customization by teachers and therapists who know the students the best. This
allows a given teacher or therapist to adapt the robot to serve whatever objective
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they want to focus on. In terms of implementation, most schools would only
purchase one robot, and thus it needs to be versatile enough to benefit the student
body. The different modules allow the robot to be used in a variety of ways and
for different tasks. Teachers also saw potential in the number of problems Pleo
could be programmed to present to their students. Lastly, teachers and therapists
highlighted the benefits to controlling Pleo’s repetitiveness. Some students
require a lot of repetition to learn, so there is value in keeping the system
predictable until a student reaches a level of mastery when the robot can be
adapted slightly to achieve a different learning goal.
3) Dynamic robot behaviors
While the robotic system can be repetitive and predictable when needed,
some specialists noted the value in changing Pleo’s behavior for higher
functioning users. The examples mentioned included Pleo changing his mood day
to day so students could identify how he was feeling, and learn to adapt their
behavior if necessary. One of the benefits of Pleo’s behaviors changing is in how
it prompts student exploration. Students can be challenged to find what Pleo likes
and doesn’t like, and specialists felt that this would encourage students to actively
try to understand someone else’s perspective. This is a more advanced learning
goal, but an important one to achieve for higher functioning students who do not
gain as much from practice just identifying cause and effect.
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4) Proposed changes
After reviewing the full modified Pleo system, specialists made various
suggestions for improvement. While the teachers and therapists valued the robot’s
adaptability, they wanted real time control. One suggestion was for an app to turn
features on and off, which would allow robotic behaviors to be isolated for
students to practice identifying them. Specifically, specialists wanted the ability
to control the volume of the robot for student’s with sound sensitivity. The
largest feature suggested was to incorporate data logging into the robotic system.
Using a camera to capture moments could take the onus off therapists of needing
to take notes on the fly or remember exactly what to put into reports. This would
also let teachers and therapists how students, individuals or a class, interact with
Pleo over time. Data logging could also track Pleo’s hunger or social levels as a
game, motivating students to take care of Pleo so that they get the highest scores.
In addition to suggested features, specialists also pointed drawbacks to the
system. One is that older students (ages 11-18) might not treat Pleo as a pet, and
would instead need to leverage Pleo as a cool robot to still have an impact. The
challenging module was noted by most specialists as being too complicated and
subtle. The requirement for students to associate Pleo’s behavior with how much
he has been fed overtime is teachable, but would take a long time and would be a
stretch for a lot of students. Specialists wanted the robot to be more emotionally
expressive across all modules. In the challenging module it would help students
pick up the subtleties and associate Pleo’s behaviors with how they are taking
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care of him. Emotional expressiveness can also be improved in the simple
module to differentiate the positive and negative behaviors even further. Since
the simple module is intended to be the lowest barrier of entry, it is important to
make those positive and negative emotions as extreme as possible to make them
easier to understand for more students.

4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Participant and Study context
For the final testing of the robotic system, two series of identical
workshops were set up, each consisting of three sessions for students with higher
functioning autism. The study is categorized as particularistic based on its small
scale and problem center focus, specifically with children who have higher
functioning autism and how they use a robotic pet to engage in perspective taking
[20]. The first workshop series involved two students, an 11 year old male named
A, and a 9 year old female named G. The second workshop had a single
participant, B, age 8. All participants have been assigned a letter to reference
them by. The workshops were structured as 60 minute open ended engineering
design challenges with Pleo as the intended client. The outline of each session’s
structure is detailed in Table 2. Following each session, students participated
individually in a semi-structured interview, the outline of which can be seen in
Appendix F.
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Case study was chosen as the perspective for this research for a number of
reasons. A case study is the best tool for the first round of investigation, would
then inform how to seek feedback from a larger sample. Two are logistic in
nature; due to the scope of a Master’s Thesis, there is a limited number of
participants who could get involved and a limited amount of time. The study is
geared towards children with higher functioning autism, which is a very small
portion of the population. The time for the study was also limited due to the
multiple rounds of user testing. These two in combination contribute to the study
being bounded, and thus a case study [20]. In a collaborative evaluation of the
state of the field, lead researchers Stanton and Kahn strongly recommend for
others in the field to use a case study approach [21]. The manifestations of autism
are varied and unique to the individual, and this lack of uniformity makes a larger
study difficult.
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Table 2. Standard timeline for each study session
Time
(min)

Section

Description

0-10

Client interaction and
problem identification

Students interact with the robot and engage in self-guided
exploration. The facilitator discusses with the students
what problems Pleo might be having, and guides them
through their inquiries into Pleo’s behaviors.

10-20

Design

Once the students have identified the problem, the
facilitator guides them through ideating solutions they can
build for Pleo. Available materials help scaffold student
thinking. Once a design idea is agreed upon the robot is put
aside and replaced with a blank paper. Students are then
instructed to draw a picture of what they will build to help
Pleo and how Pleo will use it.

20-50

Building and iterative
testing

Students use available materials to construct their design
artifact. Pleo is put aside to allow for space and focus on
building, but students are encouraged to interact with Pleo
as they see fit during their building process, especially if
they require a test. The facilitator helps troubleshoot
building problems and guides students through redesign
processes.

50-60

Final test and clean up

Students are prompted to engage in one final test at the end
of the session regardless of whether they feel it is finished
or not. In the case of the latter, the facilitator asks them
what they would have done with more time and what they
would do differently next time.

While each workshop did not have a specific problem predetermined, Pleo’s code
was altered slightly between the three sessions to prompt student thinking. The
behavior focus and facilitator guidance for each workshop are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Adaptations to Pleo’s code and behavior per workshop session
Workshop

Pleo Behavior Focus and Facilitator Objective

1

Pleo’s code does not allow for him to walk around much. Students are encouraged
to think about what problems might arise from that, and provide a solution. The
facilitator pushes students to design a solution to help Pleo move around.

2

This “sleepy” adaptation of Pleo’s code causes Pleo to snore more, and close his
eyes more often. Students are encouraged to identify what is different about Pleo,
and what they can build him to help. The facilitator guides students to design a
solution that somehow addresses Pleo’s sleepiness, either by helping him sleep, or
by providing him energy to stay awake.

3

In the final workshop, the students are asked to reflect on their time with Pleo. The
facilitator asks students what they will miss about Pleo, and then what they think
Pleo might miss about them. The students identify what they can build for Pleo to
replicate the output Pleo will miss from them

4.2 Data collection methods
1) Video
Each workshop was recorded by two cameras collecting audio and video
data. They were placed on opposite sides of the table, facing the students, and
angled such that they can each capture a different side of the students’ work. The
cameras were recording continuously from when the students entered the room
until they left.
2)Design drawings
The only physical artifacts for data collection were the design drawings
created by the students before beginning their building process. Each design
drawing is created by the students using an 8.5” x 11” blank piece of paper and a
pencil. These were collected by the facilitator after each session, resulting in 6
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total between the two workshop series. These design drawings represent how the
student visualized their design at the start of their building process and
immediately after identifying the problem and brainstorming initial solutions.
3) Interviews
One-on-one, semi-structured interviews were conducted and recorded
following each workshop session with each student, resulting in nine interviews
total. The standard outline for the interviews can been seen in appendix F, but the
chronological flow will be described here. Each interview lasted 5-10 minutes,
beginning with a recap of what the student did that day, and why. The
conversation was then directed towards the student’s perceptions of Pleo, how
much Pleo probably liked the student’s design, and the student’s level of
enjoyment working with Pleo. The full interview protocol can be seen in appendix
E. On a scale from 1-5, each student was asked how much fun they had that day,
and how much Pleo liked their design (5 representing the most fun or greatest
preference for the design, 1 representing the least in both cases). The focus of the
interviews was to capture the student perception of the design process. The
facilitator sought further explanation on any comments from the student on their
perspective taking process. Other lines of thinking that were pursued included the
student’s engagement level in the design process, what motivated them to build
for Pleo, why they engaged in certain tests, etc. Lastly, these interviews serve to
track the student’s perception of Pleo across the three workshops, and to provide
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points of comparison and connection to the behavioral coding data collected
during the sessions.

4.3 Data Analysis
The goal of the data analysis is to determine how the student-robot
interactions influenced the students in the bounded context of these three
workshop sessions. Of interest are patterns in behaviors and interactions as they
arise within a singular workshop session, and across the three sessions overall.
Behaviors and interactions were labeled with time-stamped codes. The coding
scheme was generated during multiple rounds of preliminary user testing
conducted prior to this study, described in section 3.6 in addition to the summer
study described in 2.3. Constant comparative analysis was used to refine
categories and their definitions.
Using the time-stamped codes, for each session we generate a timeline to
depict when these behaviors occurred during the activity and in relation to one
another. The timeline for each session begins when Pleo is introduced, and ends
once the students exit for their individual interviews. The frequency in which
these events occur is computed, and notable instances of each coded behavior
were highlighted and explored further. An interaction or behavior was noted if it
met one of the following criteria:
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1) Cause and effect Identification
Identified by intentionality in interacting with the robot, cause and effect
identification is differentiated from the standard petting, feeding, and playing user
behaviors because it is either born of inquiry, or results in special attention being
paid to Pleo’s response. In the case of the former, the user engages the robot to
learn from its response. This is expected to occur during problem identification,
planning, and designing phases of the session.The student may not be verbally
inquiring the robot’s state (see Perspective Inquiry), but this means of seeking
information is important to track as the immediate feedback required for it to be
effective is particular to robotic systems. It is important to note that cause and
effect identification is also different from perspective inquiry. Cause and effect
can refer to the entire robot system as a whole. Cause and effect will also include
attempts to determine the effects of specific sensors.
2) Perspective Inquiry
Perspective inquiry marks the first step of the perspective taking process.
This behavior is marked when a student is unsure of Pleo’s state of being, and
seeks information verbally. These questions can be directed at Pleo, the
facilitator, or the student’s partner. They can be proactive inquiries as to how
Pleo might respond to something, or reactively seeking clarification on Pleo’s
actions or feelings. This is noted differently from cause and effect because there
is no interaction on the part of the student.
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3) Perspective Identification
Perspective identification is when a student makes a claim regarding
Pleo’s state, behavior, or a problem Pleo is having. This could be done in
response to a facilitator's prompt, a robot behavior, or after testing their design.
The statement can identify an emotion, or simply mark the existence of a
response.
4) Perspective Uncertainty
Student responds to a question concerning pleo’s state with uncertainty.
This could be in response to a question on how Pleo is feeling, how much Pleo is
enjoying input from the student, or how much Pleo likes the artifact the student is
designing. These questions could also be targeted towards the future in an
attempt to prompt a prediction from the student, such as “will Pleo like this design
feature?”
5) Perspective Purpose
This step of perspective taking requires a strong sense of theory of mind,
and is expected to be indicative of a strong sense of empathy. The student has
identified Pleo’s behavior, state of being, or need, and has provided an
explanation. This is noted by a “because” when talking about Pleo, and any
attempt to find reason or purpose in Pleo’s behaviors or feelings will be counted.
6) Test with Pleo
A test with Pleo will be noted when the student initiates an interaction
between Pleo and their design artifact in a way that is related to the intended use
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case. This can range from using Pleo’s body to make relevant measurements, or a
prototype test in which Pleo’s response is gauged.
7) Test without Pleo
A test without Pleo involves the students analyzing a feature of their
design without feedback from Pleo. This does not require them to state what they
are testing beforehand but the facilitator is expected to ask questions to clarify the
test.
8) Social Interaction
Social interactions are noted as being related to Pleo or unrelated to isolate
the variable of Pleo’s influence. Further, these interactions are categorized as
being taken up or ignored. An interaction is considered ignored when one student
asks a question or shares something with their peer, and there is no response. An
interaction is considered taken up when it results in a response from the other
student. The combination of these two variables will help measure the influence
Pleo has on catalyzing social interactions.
In the workshop with two participants, social interactions can also include
sharing an experience with the robot, such as taking turns petting or feeding it, or
pointing out (verbally or with body language) a phenomenon or feature of the
robot or their design artifact. Lastly, social interactions can occur in the building
process with students working together, helping one another find pieces, or
making suggestions for improvement or changes.
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Student to facilitator interactions are a common behavior to track in
studies between one participant, an experimenter, and a robot. The only ones
noted for this study will be the social interaction initiated by the student. This
could manifest in the student sharing a bit of information with the facilitator about
the project, asking a question, or seeking for help.
9) Expected vs unexpected perspective taking
While all attempts at perspective taking are noteworthy, it is important to
apply a metric to them to gauge improvement, if any is to present itself.
Perspective identifications will not be judged as “expected” or “unexpected”
because unless the student is identifying a physical behavior (eg tail wagging),
they are projecting an emotion onto the robot (eg “I see his tail wagging, I think
he’s happy!”). Thus, perspective taking will be broken down by whether or not
the emotional projection matched the expectation of the facilitator. This could be
based on common sense discretion, such as in the case of if the student says that
the robot would want a spiky bed, but the facilitator would expect the robot to
prefer a soft bed. In a much more objective case, this can be based off of the
emotional code implemented in the robot. Some code is meant to make the robot
seem happy, and it is useful to know if students are perceiving it as expected or
not.
10) Robot vs Pet Frame
First impressions are very important to a user’s first interaction with a
system, and the perception of a robot pet exists on a spectrum between
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technological artifact and live pet [7,18]. In order to track how this impression
changes over the three workshops, we will note when students reference Pleo as a
pet or as a robot. Robotic references include mentioning of sensors, circuitry,
requiring power/charging, or requests to turn it off. Pet references include
recognizing physical needs such as hunger and sleep, projecting emotions onto
Pleo, pointing out that Pleo wants or doesn’t want something.
11) Design criteria
These are the needs the students have identified for their robotic client and
the design features they plan to implement to meet them, and can arise at any
point during the process. For the purpose of this study, it does not matter if the
students were able to successfully implement the design features or address the
need they identified, but rather that they are applying perspective taking to the
engineering design process. The criteria will be differentiated by client need and
design feature to understand how much the students are thinking about each one,
and if one garners more focus than the other.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Data Summary
In this first part of the Results Section, behavioral timelines of each
session will be presented, each depicting the timing of the coded behaviors
defined in the Methodology section. The x-axis for each graph represents the
time of the session (each around 50 minutes), and the y-axis is used to mark the
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presence of coded behaviors throughout that timeline. To provide context for each
figure, the events of each session will briefly be outlined. Highlights of these
outlines and timelines will be analyzed further in the following section. In
addition to the behavioral timelines, a number of tables will be presented that are
designed to highlight patterns or progressions across the three sections.

Figure 10: A+ G Session 1 Behavioral Timeline
In their first session together, A and G identify Pleo’s problem as not
being able to move very far, and agree upon a solution of building a wagon so
they can pull him along. Their design was a wagon Pleo could stand in on all four
legs, with two wheels on the back, and their biggest challenge was building it to
hold Pleo’s weight. This focus on building is seen by the few tests conducted in
the timeline on Figure 10, and this timeline proved to be helpful in isolating those
tests for qualitative analysis. While social interactions occurred throughout the
session, they are clumped at the beginning. The catalyst of these early
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interactions is important to analyze. Both participants spent time exploring Pleo’s
sensors, as noted in the frequent and consistent perspective inquiry and
identification, as well as cause and effect.

Figure 11: A+ G Session 2 Behavioral Timeline
At the start of the second session, A points out Pleo’s sleepy behavior to G
and they decide together to help Pleo by building a bed. Following this problem
identification, both participants engaged in various forms of perspective taking as
seen in Figure 11 early on to figure out why Pleo was sleepy and how to design
their bed. Towards the end of the session, there is a clump of perspective
identification with very little perspective inquiry, which begs further analysis.
Halfway through the session the students complete their bed and proposed
additional design challenges to add to what they had built to help Pleo sleep more,
such as a teddy bear and a fan. This session shows an increase in the number of
tests with Pleo, and perspective purpose weighted more towards the end of the
session.
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Figure 12: A + G Session 3 Behavioral Timeline
When thinking about what Pleo will miss most about them, A and G
agreed that they should build a petter for Pleo. They divided their design tasks
and material selection as G took craft materials to build the petter itself and A
built a LEGO cart to actuate the petting motion. Instead of a written design for
this session, the students requested to talk out their design idea instead. The
students engaged in less cause and effect this session, but the cause and effect that
did occur lined up chronologically with perspective identification. The students
tested frequent, and, as in the other two sessions, testing with Pleo occurred
before testing without Pleo.
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Figure 13: B Session 1 Behavioral Timeline
B’s first session with Pleo saw the fewest coded behaviors out of any
session of the study. She tested very infrequently, but never without Pleo. Most
of her social behaviors and perspective taking occurred at the beginning, which
presents an important timeframe to analyze further. B identified that Pleo needed
help visiting friends because he doesn’t move much, so she decided to build a car.
Perspective uncertainty was added for B’s session due to the frequency in which
she answered the facilitator’s questions about Pleo with an “I don’t know” or “I’m
not sure.”
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Figure 14: B Session 2 Behavioral Timeline
In session 2, B frequently engaged in quiet, self guided identification of
the modified Pleo system. She was able to identify that Pleo is trying to sleep,
and could use a bed. Material selection was a large part of her design process as
she wanted something soft for Pleo, and needed to make sure she had enough for
Pleo’s size. There is very little perspective inquiry in this session, possibly due to
B’s quiet nature.
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Figure 14: B Session 3 Behavioral Timeline
For session 3, B coincidentally chose to build a petter like A and G did.
Her initial design process was again focused on material selection at first, looking
for something soft. Her design concept was a petter as similar to a hand as
possible, and sturdy enough for Pleo. As B established clear design features, she
engaged in frequent and extended tests with Pleo, and talked with the facilitator
more towards the end of the session about her testing and design changes. In the
first half of the session, there is a correlation between B’s perspective
identification and cause and effect identification, which is interesting to look at
how that relates to her design process.
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Table 4: Cumulative Coded Behavior Count per session
Cause
Test
and
with
Effect Inquiry Identification Purpose Pleo

Test
Without Social
Pleo
Interactions

A+G
1

19

14

26

12

2

6

36

A+G
2

17

9

37

10

17

5

7

A+G
3

14

7

18

6

28

12

13

Cause
and
Effect Inquiry Identification Purpose

Test
Test
with Without
Social
Pleo
Pleo
Interactions Uncertainty

B1

29

6

9

2

6

0

8

10

B2

9

2

18

4

9

2

13

5

B3

13

3

16

2

18

3

11

3

Table 4 was generated by summing up the total of each coded behavior for
each session. This provides a numeric lens through which to view the progression
between sessions. While this sample size is not great enough to generate
statistical significance, there are a few trends worth noting. The most notable
trend is the steep increase in number of design tests with Pleo. Additionally all
participants engaged in less inquiry as the study progressed, and B answered
fewer questions about Pleo with uncertainty. There is also a slight decrease in
purpose perspective taking for A and G. These trends provide a context for
analysis as moments from the different sessions are discussed in the following
sections.
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Table 5: Count of Coded Behaviors Surrounding A + G Social Interactions
Before or During Social Interaction

After Social
Interaction

Session

1

2

3

1

2

3

Cause and
Effect

7

1

1

1

2

0

Inquiry

4

1

0

1

1

0

Identification 4

5

3

3

1

0

Purpose

1

1

2

1

1

0

Test with

0

2

3

0

1

4

Test without

1

1

2

0

0

1

Due to the prevalence of coded social interactions for A and G noted in
their behavioral timelines, more specific data was required. Table 5 shows what
coded behaviors occurred before, during, and after A and G’s social interactions
with one another. This was done to potential show trends in what catalyzed social
interactions, or what they lead to. The first trend that stands out is that 70% of
coded behaviors around social interactions occur before or during. 58% of social
cause and effect seeking occurred in the first session. Lastly, perspective taking
accounts for 54% of the socializing catalysts.
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Table 6: Expected vs Unexpected Perspective Taking Per Student
Perspective Taking (G) Perspective Taking (B) Perspective Taking (A)
Session
Number

Expected

Unexpected Expected

Unexpected Expected

Unexpected

1

5

2

9

1

10

2

2

9

3

7

0

11

1

3

8

0

10

0

6

1

Table 6 categorizes each participant’s individual perspective taking
identification and purpose into expected and unexpected as defined in the
Methodology section. While the expected instances consistently and heavily
outweigh the unexpected, the first session has the lowest expected:unexpected
ratio for each student. This ratio calls attention to perspective taking in the first
session, which will be analyzed further.

Table 7: Pet vs Robot References to Pleo
Frame
Session
Number

Robot
References

Pet
References

1

21

16

2

9

7

3

3

8

Robotic vs pet references during the study were less noticeable and
impactful than expected at the onset of the study, and as a result the references
needed to be compiled in Table 7 instead of displaying them for each student.
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The relative number of pet references increases as the sessions continue, which
could indicate that the student perception of Pleo was shifting towards pet from
robot.

Table 8: Design Criteria per Session
A + G Design Criteria
Session
Number

Client

B Design Criteria

Functional

Client

Functional

1

6

5

1

3

2

10

5

5

2

3

6

5

3

4

Similar to robotic vs pet reference frame, design criterion was less
conclusive than hypothesized. Table 8 lists the design criteria decided upon by
the students in each session, categorized as a client need or a functional feature.
These numbers seemed to be influenced by the design challenge chosen more than
anything else.

5.2 Impact on Social Interactions
The modified Pleo system catalyzed social interaction between peers in a
number of ways. As hypothesized, students made comments to one another about
Pleo’s behaviors and questioned the state of the robot together. Students appeared
excited to share robotic and pet features when they noticed them with their
partner. While the modified Pleo system was unable to encourage discussion
between partners around brainstorming solutions, students frequently talked about
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their design tests with one another. This section describes three forms of social
interactions that occurred while students worked with the modified Pleo system:
sharing discoveries, sharing design test results, and modeling robotic interactions,
1) Sharing Discoveries
In the first session Pleo positively influenced the rapport building between
A and G as their introduction to the robotic system led to a great deal of sharing.
Although they were working in relative silence with LEGO at the beginning of
the session, Pleo’s introduction had them exploring this new robotic system
together, and pointing out their discoveries. This exploration began with the basic
features of the robot such as moving body parts, and moved towards comments on
Pleo’s overall aesthetic. Both A and G were able to pet Pleo at the same time due
to the robot’s size, and their exploration became more interactive. They began
petting different parts of him and commenting on how he felt. Lastly, A thought
more deeply about Pleo and started finding and trying to understand sensors. He
shared what he found with G, and also told her how he thought some sensors
worked. G took this up, and pointed a sensor out to A in return, to which he
responded with an affirming “cool.”
Students often worked collaboratively to develop a shared understanding
of Pleo’s behaviors. A and G talked to each other as they tried to understand why
the modified Pleo system would be “sleepy” during session 2. A had Pleo in front
of him, feeling Pleo’s back. He turned to G, and suggested that Pleo might be
tired due to a back problem, and pointed out his evidence as the rips on Pleo’s
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back. A then leaned back, allowing G to reach over and feel the same spot on
Pleo’s back. G said that she thinks those rips are just the paint on the robot
peeling off. Pleo’s new “sleepy” code drew the students into an interaction where
they communicated both verbally and physically as they moved towards the
common goal of understanding Pleo together.
A similar instance occurred seven minutes later in the same session,
where G found a “boo boo,” or injury, on Pleo’s tail. This time she pointed it out
to A, who then began feeling the spot as she directed him. Both students felt
Pleo’s body and looked around him together, pointing out other spots of injury.
This shared experience, like others throughout the three sessions, provided a
context for more conversation between the students, exhibiting the dog walker
effect. After having this shared experience centered around Pleo, the students
began discussing their design to help Pleo which they had not done yet in the
session despite multiple prompts from the facilitator.
2) Design Testing and Sharing Results
The immediate feedback provided by the modified Pleo system to user
input facilitated collaborative testing and discussion between students about the
results. The social interactions around testing were most prevalent in the third
session for A and G and were focused around Pleo’s response to their design. An
example of this communication occurs in the last test of the session because it
includes conversation before, during, and after the test. A and G built a LEGO
machine to pet Pleo when they are gone, and set it up for a test together after a
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short but productive disagreement of how to orient the design. During the test A
exclaims “Did you see what happened? It goes on top of his head. Look, it’s
rolling!” Testing proved to be one of the most consistent situations in which
students would attempt to call the attention of their peer. G looked on as Pleo
does not respond to A’s test. She then picked up a piece of fabric to rub on Pleo’s
back while A was still testing their machine. As she tested her fabric, Pleo began
to purr and arch his back: the coded response to being pet. Both students were
excited, but this led to a disagreement about what happened. A saw Pleo’s
response and was able to recognize it immediately as being positive: “I activated
him; he loves it!” he said while smiling. G paused to think and then disagreed
“Wait, I activated him because I wanted to see about the fabric!” The modified
Pleo system allowed them both to perform a test and the feature correlating
robotic response to user input came together to catalyze a discussion about Pleo’s
reaction and the possible success of their designs.
Testing also led to shared experiences about failure. Earlier on in session
3, A and G focused on different portions of a design, with A designing a machine
to actuate the petting motion, and G crafting the “petter” (portion of the design to
come in contact with the robot). G frequently tested her iterations and was not
finding success which she defined as Pleo moving in response to her design.
After a few minutes of testing she shared that frustration with A and the
facilitator. A responded “When I rub him with my design, he isn’t moving
either!” This shared experience prompts the facilitator to guide them through a
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discussion about how to improve their designs. Pleo’s ability to provide
immediate feedback allowed students to develop a shared success metric for their
design as they discussed their test results.
3) Modeling Robotic Interactions
Some interaction between students was entirely non-verbal as students
modeled different ways to interact with Pleo for each other. A was more active
than G in terms of interacting with Pleo and thus initiated more robotic
interactions. Despite this disparity the modified Pleo system still served as a focal
point for G as she watched what A was doing. This is evidenced by how G would
occasionally mimic A’s interaction with Pleo. She would pet Pleo in a similar
fashion or inspect the same part of the robot. The most frequent case of modeling
that went back and forth between the students was related to taking care of Pleo’s
needs. Either as a means of play or when attempting to discover what Pleo liked
or wanted, one student would take the provided leaf and use it to feed Pleo.
Regardless of if Pleo ate the food or not, the other student would occasionally see
this behavior and try it themselves. In one case G attempted to feed Pleo with a
LEGO piece and then A offered Pleo the food leaf after seeing Pleo not eat the
piece. This example shows how Pleo can catalyze non-verbal social interactions
between students as they attempt to address Pleo’s needs.
4) Areas of Improvement
While the modified Pleo system provided a context for social interaction
between peers, there are a few areas where success was predicted but not
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actualized. One of the goals of the modified Pleo system to catalyze peer-to-peer
discussion directly related to their engineering design process. Students did not
take initiative to discuss their designs, and when prompted with questions by the
facilitator, only one student at a time would answer, usually without provoking
comments from the other. For example, the facilitator would often address both
students and ask what Pleo would like about their design. When there was an
answer, it was almost always from one student, and rarely led to any form of
follow up from the second student. There is potential in this area given the
success found in encouraging students to talk about their testing, so future work
will need to address how to transfer those benefits to the brainstorming and initial
design process.
As discussed in the introduction, social interactions of any kind are
beneficial for children with autism. In the scope of the engineering design
process, a benefit of social interactions is to prompt new ideas, design criteria,
testing, or design changes. But with the modified Pleo system, A and G only
engaged in perspective taking, cause and effect seeking, or test after 30% of social
interactions. The other 70% of interactions ended with silent building, typically
in parallel rather than in collaboration. This could be a result of the curriculum
structure, which in further iterations could facilitate more constructive social
interactions
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5.3 Impact on the Engineering Design Process
Students leveraged the presence of the modified Pleo system for two
different kinds of feedback. Early in their building, students would hold Pleo up
next to their design to measure the ergometrics and make adjustments so that Pleo
could fit better in the car, or to make sure the petter was high enough. Students
also attempted to gauge Pleo’s response after testing their design on him. This
feedback took two forms: emotional projection and robotic actuation. The
combination of measuring ergometrics, identifying actuation, and projecting
emotions presents a range of challenges to suit a given student’s cognitive
capabilities. Even if the only way a student can attempt to incorporate a client is
through physical measurements, that can be their starting point. Although
physical measurements can be taken without client feedback, the process of taking
those measurements presents an opportunity to practice designing for a client.
Students who start looking for client feedback can do so by seeing if they are able
to activate Pleo’s sensors with their design; this is binary feedback because their
input will either cause a response or it won’t. Lastly, the higher functioning
students in the study demonstrated a capacity to judge how much Pleo likes their
design, or how he feels about it. This requires a more complicated ability to
understand emotions, and inference from previous experiences with the robot. In
this section the various manifestations of student testing will be discussed.
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5.3.1 Design Testing and Pleo’s Responsive System
1) Robotic Actuation as Test Metric
Both groups of students tested most frequently during session 3, and
prompting robotic actuation served as the most frequent test criteria for a
successful design. Specifically students were looking for the mechanical and
audio response they associate with Pleo being pet. For example, when A was
performing a prototype test of his portion of the design, he said he thought Pleo
liked it because of how it could scratch his legs. Looking up from her crafting, G
pushed back and asked “does it set him off?” referring to setting off Pleo’s
motors. She followed that up with stating “I want to see if mine sets him off.” G
made it clear that she views robotic actuation as the sign of a successful design.
Further evidence of this testing metric was seen later in that session after G tests
her design. “It’s not working that great...I don’t think he likes mine because he
doesn’t move much.” Again, evidence of her design “working” is Pleo moving in
response. G developed more iterations as a result, and in the follow up interview,
she said she thought her design was finally successful because of how it activated
Pleo. While this testing metric was a simple one, it provided a way for students to
engage in engineering testing within client based design and showed potential to
help students progress to more complicated client testing.
2) Seeking Client Feedback
In this study, students sought client feedback with widely varying levels of
complexity. In session 2, B commented that she determined the size of her bed
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design by looking at Pleo. Though simple, this design decision shows
improvement from the previous session, where B built a car that was too small for
Pleo and did not realize it until the end. This progression shows that the practice
of seeking any client feedback can be valuable. On the other end of the spectrum
for client feedback is emotional projection. In the final test of session 3, A
comments that Pleo likes his design because “he has his happy face on.” The
modified Pleo system had not responded to his design test, but maintained an
open mouth and 75% open eyelids from the previous behavior, which A thought
was a “happy face.” While this interpretation has limitations as an engineering
testing practice, the process of emotional projection is an important aspect of
autism therapy and valuable to emotional awareness.
Throughout the study, the practices of emotional projection and
engineering practices came together in promising ways. Throughout the three
session, B gained more and more confidence in understanding the modified Pleo
system’s behaviors and and responses. In her first interview she described Pleo as
being hard to understand, but before the second session was over B showed
evidence of developing that understanding and applying it to her design test. B
was performing a prototype test on her bed, and when she was asked how Pleo
liked it, she replied confidently for the first time that she thought Pleo liked it, and
with prompting she described her reasoning:
Facilitator: “How do you know he likes it?”
B: “Because he’s happy.”
Facilitator: “How do you know that he’s happy?”
B: “He’s doing the thing he usually does when he’s happy”
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Facilitator: “And what’s that?”
B: “You know when you pet him? That’s what he’s doing!”
There are many layers to this thought process. She called upon what she has
previously learned about Pleo: that he enjoys being pet. She knew what that
looked like, and made a connection that Pleo was responding similarly to the bed.
She then brought it all together to realize that Pleo must like the bed if he’s
responding as if he were being pet. This moment encompasses so much of what
makes the modified Pleo system valuable. She engaged in client testing where
she needed to actively gauge the robot’s response to determine the success of her
design. In order to measure the success of her design she recalled information
that she gained from previous exploratory interactions with the robot.
3) Drawbacks
The area of the engineering design process that the modified Pleo system
did not appear to influence was in developing hypotheses and planning tests.
Students had a difficult time answering questions about how Pleo would like their
designs. They would often answer “I’m not sure,” or “I don’t know” after a long
pause. When they were able to hypothesize that Pleo would like their proposed
design, they rarely stated reasoning for why. A and G were building a bed for
Pleo in their second session, and when asked about testing they only planned as
far as “we will put [Pleo] on the bed and see how he likes it.” While students did
measure the success of their designs, the metrics they used were only developed
after their tests. This drawback is likely a result of both the system and the
curriculum implemented.
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5.3.2 Impact on Student Design Problem Scoping
1) Increased Student Motivation
The modified Pleo system proved to be a successful client by the metric
that students appeared motivated to design and build throughout the workshop
sessions. An interesting sequence to zoom in on is the very start of session 2 for
A and G. A came early and in just playing with Pleo was able to recognize that
the code has been modified, and became excited to tell G about the difference
he’d noticed in Pleo’s behavior. When G arrived, A told her “Now we have a
different problem… [Pleo] needs to go to sleep!” Without prompting from the
facilitator, A exclaimed that they need to make a bed to help Pleo sleep. When
the facilitator asked why, A said “We have to make him a bed, otherwise he’s
never going to have a good sleep!” All of this occurred just after the facilitator
handed A the modified Pleo system with the new code and asked him to play until
G arrived. During his playing, A successfully identified Pleo’s change, proposed
a design challenge to help Pleo, and added a speculated purpose to the project.
This was very promising as it was all student driven and is particular to the
presence of a client. Specifically, this shows the value of the modified Pleo
system’s adaptability. A slight change in Pleo’s coded behavior was enough to
spark creative enthusiasm in the students, setting them on a self driven design
process.
The motivation carried throughout the design process, encouraging
students to tackle additional design challenges related to the initial problem. After
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around 30 minutes of building, A and G reached a point in their bed building
where they felt they were “done” and that the bed was “perfect” for Pleo. Instead
of disengaging as students often do after declaring success, A and G began
ideating additional designs to add to the bed. G started building a teddy bear to
help Pleo sleep, and A crafted an eye mask to keep the light out of Pleo’s eyes.
Both of these additions were examples of client based design. If the challenge
had been only to build a bed, the facilitator would have needed to push them to
improve the bed to continue the activity, which would have been difficult after G
declared it to be perfect.
2) Development of Client-Based Design Criteria
While it is productive for students to be motivated to build, the
development of design criteria is just as important. In the previous example, A
and G expanded the design space beyond a bed to consider what else their client
might like. This design practice of problem scoping can be a challenge for an
engineer at any level, but young students on the autism spectrum engaged in it
successfully when designing for Pleo.
The additional design criteria that A and G generated were likely
influenced from their day to day lives and then applied to Pleo. A and G have
likely seen people sleep with an eye mask, and might have slept with teddy bears
themselves. An important goal for special education teachers and ABA therapists
is the generalization of information from one line of thinking or area to another.
In this case the students used information they had about what people like when
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they sleep, and were able to apply it to another scenario, in this case the modified
Pleo system.
3) Explorability of Pleo’s Code
While some of the motivational benefits listed in the previous section
could result from an imaginary or inanimate client, the modified Pleo system is
unique in its explorable nature. It is not presented to students with likes and
dislikes, or a context. Instead, students are required to play with Pleo and explore
his behaviors to understand its preferences and needs as a pet. There is client
feedback for the students to collect and results to analyze in an active design
process. This process of collecting and analyzing client feedback was especially
influential while student were choosing materials for their designs. All three
students in the study considered materials simultaneously as they were drawing
their designs. With the modified Pleo system they were able to test how he
responded to the materials at the beginning of the session. This capacity for
materials testing was productive: it resulted in an informed, client focused
material selection process that made the students’ designs more successful.

5.4 Facilitation of Perspective Taking
The modified Pleo system successfully facilitated perspective taking
processes during each of the six sessions of the study. Students frequently
engaged in perspective inquiry and identification as defined in the methodology
sections. The perspective taking was prompted by a number of student behaviors
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including exploration of robotic behaviors, judging the emotional state of the
modified Pleo system, and inferencing from their own experiences, each of which
will be outlined in this section. The possible related benefits seen in the sessions
will also be discussed, as well as the drawbacks of the system.
1) Exploration of Robotic Behaviors
During the design challenges, students asked questions and then sought to
answer them by engaging in robot interactions. A response from the robot to the
students’ input would often prompt perspective taking, the form of which was
related to the alignment of the response and the students’ expectations. If a
response was unexpected, a student would usually inquire about it, and if the
behavior was expected the students would identify it.
When B was working on her car design for Pleo in the first session, she
was uncertain about many of Pleo’s behaviors and responses. After one such
behavior, B asked the facilitator “What does that mean?” engaging in perspective
inquiry. This led to B playing around with the modified Pleo system and
providing different inputs in order to learn more. Perspective purpose was rarely
captured in these studies, but when it was, it occurred when the student predicted
Pleo’s behavior, or had a strong understanding of it. At the end of session 2, A
began to apply purpose to why Pleo might be sleepy. “He didn’t get a good night
sleep. Maybe he woke up in the middle of it, or forgot to go to bed.” None of
this information was provided or prompted from the facilitator, which shows that
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A developed this perspective on his own after spending a full session with a
“sleepy” Pleo.
Each of the students had their own way of exploring Pleo’s behaviors. B
and G were quiet and self guided, while A shared his discoveries out loud. A and
B were also very methodical with how they sought to understand the cause and
effect of the system. All students experienced increased activity in their
interactions when the facilitator challenged them to find something different about
Pleo, such as a new tickle spot or injured leg. This proved to be an effective tool
to keep students engaged in the design challenge.
2) Emotional Expression
One common form of perspective identification was around the emotional
state of the modified Pleo system. This occurred both when the modified Pleo
system was attempting to express an emotion and when the students projected an
emotion onto an inactive Pleo. B developed a tendency towards the former as she
developed an understanding of what Pleo does when he is happy, as mentioned in
Results section 5.3.1. In session 1, she made her first connection after petting
Pleo: “I think that means he’s happy..he’s moving around and wagging his tail.”
B looked at the different movements and sounds Pleo was making and associated
them with happiness. On the other hand, A frequently engaged in the latter case
of emotional projection. A decided to move on from building the bed to a fan in
session two after he determined that Pleo “likes it! I can see a happy smile on his
face!” He later commented in an interview that he thought Pleo was easy to
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understand because he judged by the dinosaur’s face to see if he liked it. The
former case is more evidence based but emotional projection is still valuable.
3) Inferencing from Student Experience
Similar to how students made informed design decisions by inferencing
from their experiences, students used a similar practice to interpret Pleo’s
behaviors. Students who had pets, real or robotic, made references to them when
describing Pleo’s behaviors. This seemed to help them engage in perspective
identification. For example, A was interacting with Pleo and thought he was tired
and yawning. G countered that he wasn’t yawning, but rather wanted to be
rubbed on the chin, like her cats. This led to G exploring her hypothesis and
sharing an experience with A. G also made comments about interactions she
would have with her Furby, a pet toy that can talk to users. She would mention
these to help explain different interactions with Pleo. This evidence of
inferencing shows promise that interactions with Pleo might later inform how
students interact with real animals in other contexts.
4) Positive Behaviors Following Perspective taking
With data showing evidence that perspective taking is happening in a
variety of ways, it is useful to understand how it influences student behavior
immediately afterwards. Perspective taking accounted for 54% of behaviors that
catalyzed social interaction between students. When students considered Pleo’s
perspective as a pet, they became more involved in the design process, which lead
to discussions that building alone did not catalyze. For example, during session 2,
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A and G were building separately after they had completed their bed, mostly in
silence. G was encouraged to comment on A’s fan design only when he was
considering how it would impact Pleo as a pet, and not when he was altering the
functionality of it. G commented on how the fan could cool Pleo off if he was
warm at night. There were also signs of improvement within perspective taking as
students engaged in less inquiry and uncertainty as the sessions progressed. This
suggests that students were asking less questions about Pleo’s behavior, and were
more frequently identifying them.
5) Drawbacks
The interactions with the modified Pleo system lead to misleading
evidence for engineering practices in a few cases. Specifically, students let their
emotional projections onto Pleo guide the design process when a test would have
lead to more concrete information. One example of this was during session 2
when A set himself on the new design challenge of building a fan for Pleo. He
and G engaged in a discussion at the beginning of his process about all the
reasons why Pleo would like it. During his building process, A had a difficult
time putting the fan together and implementing it with the bed he and G had built.
A then began to think about how Pleo might not like a fan, despite not having the
chance to test it. The facilitator was able to keep A on task with encouragement
and a couple of tips, but it is possible that without intervention A would have used
his unfounded projection as an excuse to stop building. In the first session, when
A was asked how Pleo will like the wagon, he responded that Pleo would like it
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because the wagon is sturdy. When he said this, the wagon was incomplete and
falling apart under its own weight, so it is unlikely it would have been sturdy
enough to support Pleo. A and G were content with this synopsis instead of trying
to measure the sturdiness with a test. Incorporation of a feature allowing Pleo to
ask guiding design questions, or enforcement of structured testing in the
curriculum could serve to mitigate this problem.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
With the increase in autism diagnoses for children in America there is a
greater need for resources in the classroom that can support related Independent
Learning Plans. The objective of the modified Pleo system was to support
students with autism as they engaged in the engineering design process. The
design principles identified were focused around easily understood human robot
interactions and achieving intrinsically rewarding robotic pet behaviors. In a case
study format, case studies illustrated that the modified Pleo system was found to
influence the catalyzation of social interactions and the engagement of students in
client testing and problem scoping within the engineering design process.
The social, engineering, and perspective taking benefits occurred around
two phenomena between the students and the robot. The first phenomena was
students testing their designs on the robot, which was able to provide immediate
feedback. Testing consistently prompted students to try and gauge the robot’s
response and what it told them about their design. Testing was frequently
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followed by social interactions with a consistency that suggests a correlation. The
level at which students were able to engage in perspective taking around testing
also had implications on the social interaction and the changes to design that came
from testing. Some students were more likely to engage in talking about Pleo as a
pet over a discussion around building. Also, most of the design changes students
chose after testing were related to their perspective taking around what Pleo
would want.
The other notable human robot interaction occurred as students explored
the modified Pleo system’s sensors and behaviors. The exploration of the system
only lasts as long as students are discovering new features. This nature of
discovery is valuable socially with students referencing visible events to one
another, and students also used exploration when scoping their design problem.
Students also engaged in perspective inquiry most frequently when they were
exploring Pleo in hands on interactions. These three benefits show potential for
robot systems to be adapted over time as a way to prompt design problems and
create moments to be shared with peers.
As listed in the Results section, the modified Pleo system has a few
drawbacks as it pertains to influencing students as they develop hypotheses, plan
tests, and project emotions onto Pleo. One improvement that could help the
system address these drawbacks is leveraging Pleo as a mediator between
classroom teachers and their students. More features could be implemented into
the modified Pleo system for the use case as a mediator between a classroom
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teacher and their students. Future studies could use Pleo’s suggested benefits as a
starting point to understand how Pleo facilitates teachers guiding their students
through the design process, and how students allow their teachers to push them to
design for Pleo as a client. One feature that could be implemented for such a
study is a system by which teachers can preview Pleo’s different behaviors for
their students. Outside of an engineering design activity, teachers could use this
feature to have students practice their perspective identification and help them
recognize Pleo’s responses. With this feature and additional time, further
research could explore Pleo’s long term benefits in a classroom setting.
The potential of the modified Pleo system lies in the overlapping benefits
of robots and pets and how those features can be used to leverage the curiosity of
autistic and neurotypical students alike. Pleo takes the engaging imagination play
of a stuffed animal and makes the interactions responsive with its robust
mechanical system. Although my study took place in an education setting, I
believe the modified Pleo system could provide benefits in a therapy setting as
well. Future work could additionally explore how Pleo could be leveraged by
therapists for its ability to facilitate perspective taking and inferencing for their
students.The robotic system could be further improved by designing around use in
therapy, and the research could also have implications on use of robotic pets in a
therapy setting.
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7 APPENDICES
7.1 Appendix A
[00:00:00.17] Devyn: so what we're going to do today is.. we're going to take
these cars, and we built these cars yesterday but one thing that we never got a
chance to do was to build a seat for your turtle friend
[00:00:18.29] So we have these cars, they're wonderful cars, but now we need a
seat for your turtle to sit in, ok?
[00:00:26.01] A: Yea, like this turtle is slow, and his tail, see? He's so slow
[00:00:33.16] Devyn: I'll give you guys theses pieces here, along with these
[00:00:37.18] A: I want to make a windmill, I'm going to make a windmill
(Video Break)
[00:00:48.26] Annalisa: What are you building?
[00:00:51.11] A: A car or taxi
[00:00:54.16] Annalisa: make sure F is following, and make sure you are
explaining it
[00:00:59.02] A: What problem is the dinosaur having?
[00:00:59.19]Annalisa: Can you explain to F what you're thinking?
[00:01:03.11] A: ..Can't get to friends house
[00:01:07.09] Annalisa: Can you just repeat the question for me and F?
[00:01:08.01] A: What are you building?
[00:01:10.27] Devyn: What are we building F?
[00:01:11.10] A: We're building a car or taxi
[00:01:18.11]Annalisa: yup either works
[00:01:27.00] F: I make a space ship
[00:01:27.26] Annalisa: Nice, very cool
[00:01:32.03] A: ....Friend's house
[00:01:36.06] Annalisa: wait, whats the question, can you say it for me and F?
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[00:01:44.06] A: What problems do you think the dinosaur is having?
[00:01:48.12] Annalisa: F, we need to listen to what A is saying, ok? He said
"What problems do you think the dinosaur is having?" and what did you say was..
what did you think?
[00:02:00.10] A: He can't get to friend's house
[00:02:03.04] Annalisa: that's the problem that the dinosaur is having, that he
can't get to his friends house. Very good, nice. And F are you ready for the next
questions?
[00:02:12.20] Annalisa: What's the question? Read it for F?
[00:02:17.05] A: ...the taxi
[00:02:23.04] Annalisa: read this question right here?
[00:02:23.10] A: Why do you think it is a problem?
[00:02:26.24] Devyn: F, are you listening?
[00:02:27.27] F: Yea
[00:02:28.08] A: What requirements..
[00:02:31.22] Annalisa: You're moving to fast, A, let's hold on one second. So
the question is F, why do you think it' a problem that he can't get to his friend's
house? So yes, because there is no taxi, but why else do you think the turtle of the
dinosaur can't get to it?
[00:02:46.00] A: Because he can't walk?
[00:02:51.13] Annalisa: He can walk, but it's kind of a far distance, so why is that
a problem that it's a far distance?
[00:02:58.27] A: Because it takes like... 4 miles?
[00:03:03.13] Annalisa: yea, that's good, because it's very far. What is the point?
Why does it matter that he can't go to his friend's house? Why does he even want
to go to his friend's house in the first place? Why would the turtle want to go see
his friends? Do you know F? Why would this little guy (picking up turtle
off-screen) want to go see his friends?
[00:03:21.25] A: Because he's a lonely turtle, like see, look, he's sad
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7.2 Appendix B
[00:00:01.28] J: Do you need this? (presents Pleo with salt medicine)
[00:00:11.18]Laura: I don't think it wants it
[00:00:13.10] J: Maybe it wants to play?
[00:00:15.18] Laura: Maybe, hold it under its chin
[00:00:20.06] J: Maybe it just needs a little love (scratching Pleo's chin)
[00:00:24.16] M: Maybe that thing will work (pointing to one of Pleo's toys off
screen)
[00:00:31.28] M: Yea, I'm gonna see if this one works
[00:00:34.28] J: Maybe this (presenting leaf)
[00:00:38.00] J: Maybe he's not feeling good (presents medicine leaf)
[00:00:43.29] M: He doesn't need the mint leaf, we already tried that
[00:00:48.02] J: Maybe it needs this (presents salt medicine)
[00:00:50.18] M: Nah
[00:00:52.29] M: I think he want to sleep (craddling Pleo)
[00:00:55.05] J: And needs a little love
[00:00:57.24] M: No, the love keeps him awake! (pulling Pleo away)
[00:01:00.06] J: It's ok!
[00:01:01.03] M: No, we're trying to get him to fall asleep!
[00:01:05.11] J: Maybe he's just a teenie-tiny bit hungry
[00:01:16.08] [Pleo cries] M: What's he doing?
[00:01:18.24] Laura: I don't know, what do you think that noise sounded like?
Does he sound happy or sad?
[00:01:24.04] M: He's like "aaaaaah"... like freaking out about something
[00:01:28.11] J: Maybe he's sad
[00:01:30.04] Laura: Maybe he doesn't want to take a nap, maybe that's why he's
making grumpy noises
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7.3 Appendix C
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7.4 Appendix D
Assessor

Characterization of Pleo

Researchers

Pleo is angry.

Participant
B

Pleo wants to sleep, but someone keeps
disturbing him.

Participant
O

Someone is petting Pleo.

Researchers

Self-Assessment Manikin (S.A.M)
Scores

Sound 01

Pleo is bored.

Participant
B

Pleo wants to go to bed.

Participant
O

Someone is touching Pleo’s leg.

Researchers

Pleo is feeling triumphant.

Participant
B

Someone is giving Pleo food and it’s
making him happy.

Participant
O

Someone found Pleo’s tickle spot.

Sound 02

Sound 03
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Researchers

Pleo is feeling aggressive.

Participant
B

Someone is asking Pleo to do a really hard
trick—like putting something on his back
and Pleo doesn’t know where it is.

Participant
O

Someone is playing tug-of-war with Pleo.

Assessor

Characterization of Pleo

Researchers

Pleo is hungry.

Participant B

Pleo is calling for food. Then, he gets some
food. When he’s finished with that food, he
gets some more.

Participant
O

Someone is feeding Pleo.

Researchers

Sound 04
Self-Assessment Manikin (S.A.M)
Scores

Sound 05

Pleo’s stomach is rumbling.

Participant B

Pleo is hungry—that sounds like his
stomach.

Participant
O

Someone is giving Pleo medicine.

Sound 06
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Researchers

Pleo wants attention.

Participant
B

Pleo is trumpeting or something. I’m not
sure why.

Participant
O

Someone is petting Pleo’s tail.

Researchers

Sound 07

Pleo is begging for food.

Participant
B

Pleo is sniffing around looking for
something. Either that, or someone taught
Pleo a new trick.

Participant
O

Someone is touching the bottom of Pleo’s
foot.

Assessor

Characterization of Pleo

Researchers

Pleo is sneezing.

Participant B

Pleo is biting at something.

Participant O

Someone is petting Pleo on the head.

Sound 08
Self-Assessment Manikin (S.A.M)
Scores

Sound 09
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Researchers

Pleo is sneezing again.

Participant B

Someone touched Pleo’s tickle spot.

Participant O

Someone is playing tug-of-war with Pleo.

Assessor

Characterization of Pleo

Researchers

Pleo is being tickled.

Participant
B

Pleo is telling someone to get off of him and
to stop whatever they’re doing to Pleo.

Participant
O

Pleo is tired.

Researchers

Sound 10
Self-Assessment Manikin (S.A.M)
Scores

Sound 11

Pleo is being tickled again.

Participant
B

Pleo is angry because someone is teasing
him by passing a toy back and forth in front
of him and not letting him have it.

Participant
O

Someone is giving Pleo medicine again.

Sound 12
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Assessor

Characterization of Pleo

Researchers

Pleo is being tickled a third time.

Participant
B

Pleo is laughing because he did a trick.

Participant
O

I have no idea!

Researchers

Self-Assessment Manikin (S.A.M)
Scores

Sound 13

Pleo is hungry.

Participant
B

Someone tired Pleo out.

Participant
O

I have no idea!

Assessor

Characterization of Pleo

Researchers

Pleo is being picked up.

Participant
B

Pleo is annoyed.

Participant
O

Pleo is getting medicine again.

Sound 14
Self-Assessment Manikin (S.A.M)
Scores

Sound 15
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Researchers

Pleo is happy.

Participant
B

Pleo is playful and wants to do things.

Participant
O

Someone is feeding Pleo.
Sound 16
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7.5 Appendix E
// Standard Pleo Behavior
// save space by packing all strings
#pragma pack 1 //10
#include <Log.inc>
#include <Script.inc>
#include <Sensor.inc>
#include <Property.inc>
#include "user_properties.inc"
#include <Sound.inc>
#include <Motion.inc>
#include "sounds.inc"
#include "motions.inc" //20
public init()
{
print("sensors:init() enter\n");
print("sensors:init() exit\n");
}
public on_sensor(time, sensor_name: sensor, value)
{
new name[32];
sensor_get_name(sensor, name);
printf("sensors:on_sensor(%d, %s, %d)\n", time, name, value);
if (sensor_get_value(SENSOR_OBJECT) >= 90) //food
{
sound_play(snd_s3_sniff01);
motion_play(mot_beg);
sound_play(snd_sq1_purr04);
}
switch (sensor)
{
case SENSOR_WAKEUP:
{
motion_play(mot_short_shake);
sound_play(snd_greeting);
}
case SENSOR_HEAD: //Happy
{
motion_play(mot_emo_act_happy_v1);
sound_play(snd_hap_001);
}
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case SENSOR_CHIN: //Tickle
{
motion_play(mot_chin1);
sound_play(snd_hap_002);
sound_play(snd_hap_002);
sound_play(snd_hap_002);
}
case SENSOR_MOUTH: //Food
{
motion_play(mot_chew1);
sound_play(snd_chew_crunch1);
}
case SENSOR_TOUCH_PETTED:
{
motion_play(mot_pet1);
sound_play(snd_sq1_play01);
}
case SENSOR_LEFT_LEG: //Angry
{
motion_play(mot_angry1);
sound_play(snd_growl);
}
case SENSOR_LIGHT:
{
//motion_play(mot_sleep); //comment out when Pleo isn’t sleepy
//sound_play(snd_Snore);
}
case SENSOR_RIGHT_ARM:
{
motion_play(mot_short_shake); //80
sound_play(snd_greeting2);
}
case SENSOR_RIGHT_LEG:
{
//motion_play(mot_sleep); //80
//sound_play(snd_Snore);
}
} //End Switch
return true
} //End on_sensor
public close()
{
print("sensors:close() enter\n");
print("sensors:close() exit\n");
}
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7.6 Appendix F
Impression Survey(Week 1)
1. How does Pleo feel to hold/pet/touch?
2. How do you think Pleo looks?
3. Would you want to have Pleo as a pet?
Questions for each session
1. How do you feel about Pleo?
○ What do you think about playing with him?
2. How do you think Pleo was feeling today?
3. How would you describe Pleo today?
○ “Pick 3 words” if prompt is needed
4. On a scale from 1-5, how much fun did you have with Pleo today?
5. What did you learn today?
6. What did you learn about Pleo?
7. What did you build today?
○ Why did you build that?
○ If another student had to build a _____ for Pleo, what advice
would you give them?
8. On a scale from 1-5, how much do you think Pleo liked what you built?
○ Why?
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